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to motherhood. The third section “Crone as the Time of Harvest and Conclusion in Life” focuses on the old age and 
ageing of the women of the novel. 
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Tiivistelmä – Abstract 
 
Tutkielma käsittelee naishahmojen vanhenemista Marion Zimmer Bradleyn vuonna 1983 julkaistussa 
fantasiaromaanissa The Mists of Avalon (suom. Avalonin usvat). Romaani on feminiininen uudelleenkerronta Arthur-
myytistä, ja se seuraa päähenkilö Morgainen elämää tämän lapsuudesta aina vanhuuteen saakka. Morgaine on kuningas 
Arthurin puolisisar ja Avalonin papitar. 
 
Tutkielman teoriaosuudessa tarkastellaan, kuinka vanhenemista, ja etenkin naisten vanhenemista on tarkasteltu 
kirjallisuudentutkimuksessa. Esimerkiksi Gillian Granvillen, Mary Russon ja Kathleen Woodwardin tutkimukset 
paljastavat, kuinka vanhoja naisia on perinteisesti kuvattu kirjallisuudessa, ja kuinka vastaavia stereotypioita ja 
ennakkoluuloja näkyy myös yleisemmin yhteiskunnassa. Barbara Frey Waxmanin tutkimus From the Hearth to the Open 
Road: A Feminist Study of Aging in Contemporary Literature (1990) esittelee kirjallisuuslajin Reifungsroman. Naisten 
Reifungsromanille ominaista on vanhenevan päähenkilön kuvaus, keskittyen erityisesti henkiseen kehitykseen ja 
kypsymiseen, ja genren kasvun voidaan nähdä heijastavan naisten sosiaalisessa asemassa 1900-luvulla tapahtuneita 
suuria muutoksia. Koska The Mists of Avalon on myös osa arthuriaanista kirjallisuutta, tutkielmassa pohditaan, kuinka 
arthuriaanisia naishahmoja ja heidän ikääntymistään on aiemmin tarkasteltu kirjallisuudentutkimuksessa. 
 
Tutkielman keskeisiä havaintoja on, että romaanin naisten kuvaus heijastaa ja paikoin kritisoi naisille asetettuja 
normeja romaanissa ja yleisemmin länsimaisessa yhteiskunnassa. Romaani myös laajentaa arthuriaanista myyttiä 
esittämällä vaihtoehtoisen näkökulman maskuliiniseen myyttiin. Koska The Mists of Avalon keskittyy Morgaineen ja 
hänen sisäiseen kehitykseensä, romaania voidaan myös lukea Reifungromanina. Tutkielman käsittelyluku on jaettu 
kolmeen osaan, joissa kussakin tarkastellaan Morgainen ja muiden romaanin naishahmojen kehitystä eri ikäkausina. 
Ensimmäisessä osiossa otsikolla “Virgin as the Time of Learning” keskitytään Morgainen nuoruuteen, ja kuinka hänen 
suhtautumisensa ruumillisuuteen ja seksuaalisuuteen eroaa romaanin muiden naisten asenteista. Osiossa “Mother as 
the Time of Nurturing and Growing” pohditaan romaanissa esitettyjä erilaisia äitiyden ilmenemistapoja, ja kuinka 
nämä peilaavat yleisesti äitiyteen liitettyjä odotuksia tai normeja. Kolmas osio, “Crone as the Time of Harvest and 
Conclusion in Life”, käsittelee romaanin naisten ikääntymistä ja vanhuuden kuvausta. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2007 I was introduced to the novel The Mists of Avalon by Marion Zimmer Bradley. 
The feminist retelling of the legend of King Arthur became the focus of my Bachelor’s 
Degree essay, and in this thesis I shall continue to explore the novel and the myth. Here, 
my focus shall be on the story of the main character Morgaine, and how the novel portrays 
her and other female characters’ maturing. In my analysis intend to examine the studies on 
female ageing, and in particular, the concept of a Reifungsroman, coined by Barbara Frey 
Waxman. The Reifungsroman can be read as a female counterpart of the traditional 
Bildungsroman, or coming-of-age novel, though the two are not opposing forms, but rather 
the Reifungsroman expands the Bildungsroman. The focus is on the inner maturing and 
fulfilment of the protagonist, rather than on her development in a social context. 
Structurally this thesis is divided in four main chapters and additional subsections. In 
the first chapter, I shall introduce the author and the novel, and take a look into the 
tradition of the Arthurian myth. I shall also discuss some traditional interpretations on the 
women in Arthurian retellings. In Chapter Two I shall examine theories of ageing, and 
especially female ageing in literature. One of my approaches to the topic is to examine how 
recent feminist criticism discusses ageing and its portrayal. In their studies, Kathleen 
Woodward, Mary Russo, and Sally Chivers, for example, discuss this issue of ageing 
women in literature and society. The depiction of ageing women in literature has changed 
vastly during the 20
th
 century, and a new literary genre, the Reifungsroman, is a reaction to 
this change. Furthermore, I shall study the Arthurian tradition through gender. In the third 
chapter I shall analyse The Mists of Avalon. My argument is that while being a work of 
fantasy literature, the novel also fulfils the definition of a Reifungsroman, offering 
depictions of different kinds of ageing women and a female viewpoint to a masculine 
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genre. In my analysis I shall study how Morgaine and other women in the novel are 
presented in terms of ageing and maturing, and how the female viewpoint to the Arthurian 
myth may change the interpretation of the female characters. Each of these women in the 
novel portray one view on ageing, all the while reflecting the stereotypes and expectations 
set upon them by the patriarchal Arthurian society they live in. In the final chapter I shall 
conclude my thesis by summing up my findings and discussing some of the other possible 
ways to study this novel and to expand my study. 
 
1.1 Marion Zimmer Bradley and The Mists of Avalon 
 
Marion Zimmer Bradley, born in Albany, New York in 1930, began her literary career at a 
very young age, and in 1952 she sold her first professional short story (“Marion Zimmer 
Bradley Biography”). She has written a variety of short stories, novellas and novels 
ranging from gothic to science fiction and fantasy (“Marion Zimmer Bradley Biography”). 
The Mists of Avalon is her most famous and best-selling novel, and is followed by several 
prequels published between 1994 and 2009, written with or by Diana L. Paxson (“The 
Works of Marion Zimmer Bradley”). Bradley passed away in 1999. 
Bradley’s novel The Mists of Avalon, published in 1983, tells the story of King Arthur 
and the Holy Grail from the perspective of the women of the court. Bradley’s novel is a 
mass-market popularization of the fairly widely known legend, with an emphasis on the 
feminine narrative and an alternative point of view into the historical and mythical 
background of the myth. The novel can be seen as a part of the genre of romance, creating 
a romanticized interpretation of a historical era. In this thesis, for the sake of readability, I 
shall refer to the area where the events of the novel take place as Britain, while 
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acknowledging that the concept of Britain as a modern nation is of much later origin. The 
term Britain is used in the novel, as well. Moreover, one of the focal places mentioned in 
the novel is Glastonbury, a town nowadays located in the Somerset plains in the west of 
England. 
In a section called “Acknowledgments” in the beginning of The Mists of Avalon, 
Bradley explains her influences. Bradley states that “for the purposes of this book, I accept 
the current theory that Camelot was the Cadbury Castle site in Somerset” (vii). Also, when 
discussing about the depiction of the ancient pagan religion, Bradley points out that 
[a]ny attempt at recapturing the pre-Christian religion of the British Isles has 
been made conjectural by the determined efforts of their successors to 
extinguish all such traces; scholars differ so much that I make no apology for 
selecting, among varying sources, those that best fit the needs of fiction. I 
have read, though not slavishly followed, the works of Margaret Murray and 
several books on Gardnerian Wicca. (Bradley viii) 
Most likely the majority of the readers are women, which itself is a comment on perhaps 
the more traditional, masculine audience of stories on knights and kings. Bradley moves in 
the familiar framework of the Arthurian tradition, but instead of focusing on King Arthur, 
she presents his half-sister, who in the novel is called Morgaine. Other names have also 
been changed slightly from their more frequent spelling; Lancelot becomes Lancelet and 
Guinevere becomes Gwenhwyfar. Despite these minor changes, the reader will recognise 
the setting and the characters, if he or she is familiar with the Arthurian mythology. The 
old religion of the priestesses of Avalon is strongly influenced by the modern day Wicca, 
and Bradley states that the novel is not meant to be any more true or right than other 
retellings of the myth (Bradley vii-viii). As Bradley incorporates these elements in the 
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novel, The Mists of Avalon can also be read as a part of the fantasy genre, retelling the 
myth by the means of fantasy literature. 
The events of the novel take place in the pseudo-historical British Isles, at the turn of 
the 5
th
 and 6
th
 centuries. The Isle of Avalon is located in Glastonbury, which at the time is 
surrounded by marshlands and inland sea. Avalon used to be open to everyone, but now it 
is protected by the magical mists, and only priestesses and druids who know the spells can 
travel through the mists. The Isle of Avalon is the heart of the old pagan religion, where 
the divine is understood as a twofold character, having both feminine and masculine sides, 
called respectively the Goddess and the God. Children can be sent to be fostered on 
Avalon, much like in monasteries, but in Avalon they are taught more extensively than in 
the monasteries in the novel. For example, young women sent to Avalon are educated in 
reading, writing, herb lore and healing, and if they choose, they can take the vows of a 
priestess and remain on the Isle. Avalon can also be seen as the heart of the feminine 
power in the novel. It is ruled by women and it is where Morgaine is schooled. There is 
great power in Avalon, but because it is closed from the rest of the world, it is also a 
restricting place, which can be likened to a womb. I shall return to this metaphor later on in 
this thesis. The priestesses and druids of Avalon are trained to use the Sight, a sense of 
premonition and a skill to see hidden things and thoughts. It is implied in the novel that 
although all people can train this skill in them, some people or bloodlines are especially 
gifted in this. This is the case of Morgaine and her maternal bloodline; they have been high 
priestesses of Avalon for generations.  
The protagonist of The Mists of Avalon is Morgaine, the daughter of Igraine and 
Gorlois. Igraine’s sisters are Morgause and Viviane. Viviane has two sons, Balan and 
Lancelet, and she is also the Lady of the Lake, the highest priestess on the Isle of Avalon. 
In the novel, the Lady of the Lake and the Merlin are offices instead of referring to merely 
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one person. In the beginning of the novel, when Morgaine is four years old, Igraine falls in 
love with Uther Pendragon, who will become the High King of Britain. After Gorlois’s 
death Igraine and Uther marry and they have a son. At the age of twelve Morgaine is sent 
to Viviane to be brought up in Avalon, and Gwydion/Arthur is sent to fostering to learn 
skills needed for a knight. They do not meet until at Arthur’s king-making ceremony, when 
she is in her early twenties and he in his late teens. The king-making ceremony in the novel 
is a rite of passage which the young king-to-be must pass before he can be officially 
crowned. Arthur is given a magical sword of the druids, the Excalibur, and he swears to 
treat all people equally, whether they are Christian or of the Old Religion. Without 
recognising each other, Arthur and Morgaine sleep together, and only afterwards do they 
realise their kinship. Morgaine becomes pregnant and flees Avalon, feeling betrayed and 
lost. Arthur is crowned as the High King of Britain, and he marries Gwenhwyfar. 
Morgaine gives birth to a son at her aunt Morgause’s castle. Morgause realises who is the 
father of this boy, and becomes driven by her ambition to power and rule, as Morgaine’s 
son Gwydion is a way to control the High King himself. Morgause plots the child away 
from Morgaine, raising Gwydion to be loyal only to her. This Gwydion will later become 
known as Mordred, and his twisted heritage and upbringing make him the antagonist of 
Arthur. 
After losing the chance of motherhood, and losing Mordred to Morgause, Morgaine 
renounces her connections to Avalon for a long time, and disappears from her relatives. 
When she returns, she seeks to find her powers again, and tries to dethrone Arthur, for she 
believes he only supports Christianity and can no longer be a true High King for all 
Britain. Morgause pushes Mordred to challenge Arthur, hoping that when Mordred claims 
the throne, he will make Morgause the High Queen. In the final battle between the father 
and the son, Mordred dies and Arthur is fatally wounded. Morgaine is finally free from her 
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conflicts with Arthur, and she takes him to be buried at the Isle of Avalon. At the end of 
the novel, Morgaine visits the Abbey where Viviane is buried, and although she sees that 
most of Britain is now converted to Christianity, she reaches her true wisdom by realising 
that this, indeed, might have been the will of the God and the Goddess, for now there is 
peace in Britain. 
 
1.2 The Legend of King Arthur and His Knights in Literature 
 
One of the most widely known and edited works of the Arthurian legends is Le Morte 
D’Arthur (1485) by Sir Thomas Malory (Wallace 231). It tells the story of how King 
Arthur rises to the throne of Britain by pulling his father’s sword out of stone and brings 
peace to Britain, a land torn by wars between British tribes and Saxons. Arthur’s success is 
diminished, however, by the plotting of his half-sister Morgan le Fay. Some variations of 
the legend imply that Morgan uses her magic to sleep with Arthur, and Mordred, the son 
born out of this union, eventually brings down Arthur’s court. Mordred reveals that 
Arthur’s most trusted and closest knight, Sir Lancelot has an affair with the Queen 
Guinevere. Arthur also dispatches his knights to search the Holy Grail, but only few of his 
court succeed in this. In the end, Arthur is fatally wounded in a battle, and after he returns 
his sword to the Lady of the Lake, Arthur is taken to the Isle of Avalon by Morgan. 
Some of the first literary mentions of the legend of King Arthur and the Knights of 
the Round Table date to the 11
th
 century. In the twelfth century, Archdeacon Geoffrey of 
Monmouth wrote his vision of the British history, called Historia Regum Britanniae, The 
History of the Kings of Britain (Barefield 3). His text implies that King Arthur was a real 
historical figure, but later Geoffrey’s works have been criticised for being merely a work 
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of imagination, or otherwise not historically reliable (Barefield 11). The legend of King 
Arthur and his court is rich with religious themes and motifs, and Arthur’s military success 
is also emphasised. Arthur is often given almost Christ-like characteristics, as he is 
portrayed as the liberator of Britain. 
In King Arthur: Myth Making and History (2002) N.J. Higham discusses how the 
myth has come to existence originally, and how it continues to influence literature, popular 
culture, and even the names of geographical locations. Perhaps because the myth has for so 
long existed in written form and not merely as oral tradition, it has survived throughout 
time. Higham describes how “[a]s a romanticized symbol of the Middle Ages and its 
contemporary cultural value, therefore, Arthur enjoyed something of a renaissance in the 
Victorian era, even while becoming increasingly excluded from the dominant historical 
enterprise of the day” (Higham 253). The myth has been alive and popular, eventually 
resulting in latter retellings. 
It seems that many Arthurian studies focus on Arthur himself and the historical 
validity of his life. Naturally, Arthur is the key character in these studies, but recently, 
studies on other characters of the myth have been published as well. Arthurian legend is 
not only a literary work, but also a part of a national British heritage. In literature and 
popular culture, the Arthur myth has inspired several fantasy novels and adaptations, 
ranging from The Mists of Avalon and T.H. White’s Arthurian novel sequence The Once 
and Future King (1958) to the recent television series Merlin (2008-2012) and to Monty 
Python and the Holy Grail (1975). One possible reason for the appeal of the myth 
throughout the centuries is that it deals with basic dilemmas of human life. While there are 
magical and supernatural elements involved, the story focuses on the people, and their 
destinies. The setting is the quest for the Holy Grail, but it is only a tool to reveal what is 
inside the characters. Lancelot falls from grace after committing adultery, and Arthur 
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cannot escape death. For a long time the legend of King Arthur has promoted masculine 
ideals and the values of patriarchal society. In order to explore the feminine side of the 
legend, I shall first introduce some of the traditional interpretations and descriptions of the 
women in the Arthurian setting.  
 
1.3 Traditional Interpretations of Female Characters in the Arthurian Legend 
 
Marion Zimmer Bradley discusses the reasons for her choice of telling the story of the 
women in Arthur’s court in her text “Thoughts on Avalon” (1986), which is now 
accessible online on the website of Marion Zimmer Bradley Literary Works Trust. Bradley 
asks why Malory, for example, diminished the role of the women in the legend to the 
minimum, yet could not make them completely disappear. In her own words, the answer is 
that “he could not, because in the originals, now lost, Morgan and the Lady of the Lake 
were absolutely integral to the whole story and it was unthinkable to tell tales of Arthur 
without also telling tales of the women involved” (Bradley, “Thoughts”). This encouraged 
Bradley to reconstruct the legend from Morgan le Fay’s point of view, as she explains:  
For me the key to "female personality development" in my revisionist, or 
better, reconstructionist version, is simply this. Modern women have been 
reared on myths/legends/hero tales in which the men do the important things 
and the women stand by and watch and admire but keep their hands off. 
Restoring Morgan and the Lady of the Lake to real, integral movers in the 
drama is, I think, of supreme importance in the religious and psychological 
development of women in our day. (Bradley, “Thoughts”) 
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To examine Bradley’s idea of how the women in the legend have been overlooked despite 
at times having an integral role, I shall introduce other studies concerning the traditional 
readings of the Arthurian women. My focus is on how the women in the Arthurian 
mythology have been traditionally viewed, and what kind of roles they are given. 
Tama Lea Engelking’s article “Renée Vivien and The Ladies of the Lake” (2002) 
mainly discusses the different interpretations and imagery in the poetry of Pauline Tarn, 
who used an alias Renée Vivien. To avoid confusion, it should be noted that in Engelking’s 
article, Vivien is the name of the poet studied, but also the Arthurian character and the 
Lady of the Lake, of whom Renée Vivien writes poetry about. Also, in this article, the 
author mentions Nimuë, the name of the Lady of the Lake in Malory’s Morte D’Arthur 
(Engelking 368). There are several names for the Lady of the Lake in these Arthurian 
retellings, some of them differentiating the characters and some not. In The Mists of 
Avalon, Nimuë, Viviane, Morgaine and Niniane are individual characters, while in some 
other texts these names and their variations may refer to only one character. 
Engelking explains how “Drowning women such as Ophelia and fatal women such 
as Vivien of the Lake represent two sides of a feminine gender dynamic that was shifting 
during the late nineteenth century” (364). These two sides are the self-sacrificing side of 
femininity, and the new mentality of breaking free from the old patterns and expectations 
(Engelking 364). The water is a multilevel element. It can hide things below the surface, be 
a threatening or a supporting force. Water seems to be a close element to the female nature, 
as it is ever changing, difficult to decipher and ever luring innocent people, much like 
women and especially independent women are traditionally depicted to be. This 
unpredictability could also refer to sexuality in particular, especially in 19
th
-century 
literature. If a young, innocent woman is not aware, the awakening sexuality will pull her 
deep under, drown her and make her live under the surface of the world, and perhaps, 
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under the society. The changing attitudes towards sexuality in the Western society during 
the change of the 19
th
 and the 20
th
 centuries can be seen reflected in literature, as well. 
 
In Vivien’s poetry, water reflects the image of woman both literally and figuratively: 
“She uses illusion and magic to surround herself in mist, to change her appearance, name 
and voice. She transforms herself from brunette in the evening, to blond in broad daylight, 
and redheaded at sunset; no one has seen the true face of this changeable and irresistible 
enchantress” (Engelking 369). The lady of the lake described here is portrayed as 
something instable and shifting. It seems that the female power is seen as something wild 
and erratic in nature, whereas the male power is steadier and more trustworthy, something 
you can build a society upon. 
Stephen Ahern’s article “Listening to Guinevere: Female Agency and the Politics of 
Chivalry in Tennyson's Idylls” concentrates more on the character of Guinevere, and how 
her character has become almost invisible to Arthur. Ahern focuses on the first part of 
Alfred Tennyson’s Idylls of a King (referred to as Idylls), a 19th century Arthurian text. 
According to Ahern, “the women of Idylls embody aspects of morality in a quintessentially 
Victorian construction of woman as a symbolic repository of social values” (89). In the 
article Ahern points out how Tennyson’s Idylls depict the Arthurian women in roughly two 
categories, whores and madonnas. In Tennyson’s Idylls, a woman is either a nurturing 
mother-figure or a desired woman, but apparently she cannot be both at the same time, nor 
have any other personality traits or sides to her. More importantly, it seems that the women 
are given a role which is impossible for them to fulfil. Ahern discusses how Tennyson 
presents Guinevere as a means to balance Arthur’s life (92). Arthur may be an 
acknowledged warrior and a leader, but in order to become a full man, so to speak, he must 
have a woman beside him to keep him in touch with more spiritual and religious sides of 
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life. What is left unsaid is, perhaps, that women also need men to become full members of 
society, or at least as full as they possibly can in this genre. 
In Tennyson’s Idylls, “Arthur believes that were he joined with Guinevere, he would 
gain the strength to effect an illumination of the Christian good over the dark reign of 
pagan evil” (Ahern 93). In other words, Arthur sees Guinevere as the ultimate good and as 
a pure being, capable to raise him to a higher level. It seems that in Arthur’s mind, the idea 
of Guinevere being simply human is blasphemous. When addressing the representation of 
the ideal woman in Tennyson’s Idylls, Ahern suggests how “[w]ithin the allegorical 
schema of the Grail quest, attainment of the ideal woman becomes, like attainment of the 
Grail itself, a figure for the fulfillment [sic] of desire” (Ahern 90). Ahern also notes that 
such idealization of women can in fact be seen as Tennyson’s criticism of the way the 
women of Camelot were exploited by Arthur and his knights (90). It seems that the old 
Arthurian legends did not always fit in the Victorian ideals of chivalry (Ahern 91-92).  
According to Ahern, Tennyson’s view of Arthurian women is strongly divided into 
heaven-like ladies and hellish creatures, and in Idylls Guinevere falls somewhere in 
between this dichotomy (96-97). Not being able to hold on to the expectation set to her, she 
then becomes the sinner, bringing down Camelot and Arthur, and begging for her 
husband’s forgiveness, at least in the traditional telling of the legend. Ahern questions this 
view and instead observes Guinevere as the most human and realistic character in Idylls, 
whose actions and individualism is muted under the Victorian ideals (97). It seems that the 
Arthurian myth changes during the Victorian era, resulting in emphasising chivalry and 
other Victorian ideals, which perhaps were not so visible in the original versions of the 
myth. 
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In Comparative Literature: A Critical Introduction (1993) Susan Bassnett explores the 
different views of Guinevere and other Arthurian women in literature, from the 1500s to 
the 20
th
 century.  Bassnett points out that the  
interest in Arthurian romance is still so strong generally in the Anglo-Saxon 
world that there are continuous reprints of established, rewritings in novel 
and cinematic form of various episodes relating to the Arthurian materials, 
international societies, journals and conventions devoted to studying the 
history and development of those materials. (118) 
Despite this continuous interest, the focus of literary studies has not been on the female 
characters of the Arthurian mythology; even as there have been several different portrayals 
of each character (Bassnett 118).  
There seems to be a long tradition of dualism when it comes to the women of the 
Arthurian myth, as they are presented either as purely good or purely evil. While the 
Arthurian myth and texts remain popular, only recently the focus has shifted towards the 
study of gender and the female characters of the myth. Certain themes recur in Arthurian 
retellings: the women are mentioned, but given merely a supportive and often one-sided 
role. The men of Arthurian tradition are heroic by default, but should they fail in their tasks 
or fall for a woman, the cause is often a dangerous, powerful woman. The good, desirable 
women are maidens and mothers who are chaste and devoted to serve their families. This 
imagery of women can be seen as a reflection of the Victorian ideals, thus emphasising 
women of the myth in a different way compared to earlier versions. Since the powerful 
women in Arthurian retellings cannot compete with men in physical strength, they utilize 
magical power, making them unnatural and undesirable. 
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The continuous interest in the Arthurian myth may be contributed to several reasons. 
Firstly, being one of the surviving pieces of written heritage in the Anglo-Saxon literature, 
its rarity alone makes it intriguing. Secondly, despite the initial setting of a medieval court, 
the characters and themes are universal. Thirdly, as Bradley ponders in her essay, the role 
of certain characters, no matter how diminished and flattened by different authors, cannot 
be completely dismissed (“Thoughts”). This balance within the story – an antagonist for a 
protagonist, and both female and male influences – make the myth of King Arthur a 
significant part of literature. 
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2. FROM REIFUNGSROMAN TO THE ARTHURIAN WOMAN 
 
The Mists of Avalon can be seen as a part of the romance genre and the medieval fantasy 
tradition. The general setting of the novel is faithful to the characteristics of a romance, 
which include “exile leading to return, loss redeemed by restoration, complacency goaded 
by instructive ordeal, innocence riven by experience, the construction of careers and the 
fall of kingdoms” (Chism 57). Indeed, all of these themes can be found easily in The Mists 
of Avalon. Moreover, the Arthurian legend as a background text places the novel within a 
long tradition of masculine, heroic stories. The narrative style of The Mists of Avalon, 
however, sets it apart from its initial classifications. On one hand, it has a female 
perspective in a masculine genre. The novel gives voice to the female characters often 
ignored in other retellings of the myth. By placing Morgaine and other female characters as 
protagonists, the author also changes the interpretation of the myth. On the other hand, the 
novel can be read as a novel dealing with processes of ageing, and how women’s ageing 
and maturing are perceived within the novel and more widely in Western society. Ageing 
affects both body and mind.  
To start with, I shall look into several studies on the female body and women’s 
ageing in literature, and discuss the images that they conjure. To be able to present a more 
detailed reading of the novel, I shall examine the origins of the Reifungsroman, a term 
introduced by Barbara Frey Waxman in From the Hearth to the Open Road: A Feminist 
Study of Aging in Contemporary Literature. I shall discuss its relation to the 
Bildungsroman, and the ways in which these two concepts differ from or resemble each 
other. In order to understand the Reifungsroman and the way it reflects ageing, I shall 
begin by studying the more general depictions, myths and stereotypes linked to the ageing 
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woman as a character, both in literature as in society more generally. Furthermore, I shall 
introduce and examine texts by Kristina Hildebrand, Susan Bassnett, Patricia Rose and 
John Noble, who have sought to provide a viewpoint onto the Arthurian myth through 
gender. Lastly, I shall discuss the concept of Triple Goddess, an idea of female trinity as a 
reflection of the female ageing. The Triple Goddess represents three life stages, named the 
virgin, the mother and the crone, each standing for an equally important state of 
development. In Chapter Three I shall examine the novel and its characters from the 
perspective of the theoretical framework presented in chapter two. As mentioned in the 
introduction of this thesis, the Arthurian legend and its several retellings have given the 
women of the myth rather narrow roles to fill. When studying the Arthurian myth from the 
perspective of gender and ageing, I consider it important to examine how the social 
changes of the 20
th
 century have affected the attitudes towards the female body and its 
ageing. Understanding the reasons why Bradley reconstructs the Arthurian myth requires 
looking into how Arthurian women have traditionally been viewed, and how the changes 
concerning ageing and the female narrative in the 20
th
 century Western countries are 
reflected in Bradley’s work. 
 
2.1 Female Ageing and the Body 
 
In recent Western culture, ageing and especially the ageing of women has become 
something that must be avoided at almost all costs. Traditionally, the ageing woman, or 
simply the old woman, has not been seen as an active, productive character. In literature, 
the ageing woman has rarely been the protagonist or even a vaguely central character. If 
old women appear, they are sometimes given the role of an antagonist or else they are 
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depicted in a derogatory manner, or they are not seen as useful or active. Still, older 
women are rarely seen as main characters in film or television. In this section I intend to 
examine several studies on ageing, and how ageing females are perceived by themselves 
and others. 
The anthology Women Ageing: Challenging Identities, Challenging Myths (2000) 
edited by Miriam Bernard, Judith Phillips, Linda Machin, and Val Harding Davies 
introduces critical gerontology and its connection to the development of feminism. Women 
Ageing consists of ten articles on different aspects of female ageing, ranging from 
experiences on menopause to an older woman as an undergraduate student.  In the first 
article, “Women Ageing: Changing Identities, Challenging Myths”, Miriam Bernard, Pat 
Chambers and Gillian Granville discuss the development of ageing studies and suggest that 
critical gerontology has its roots in the Northern American political economy, in the 
“increasing concern with the uncertainties surrounding ageing” (4), and in the rediscovered 
“importance of biography in extending our knowledge and understanding” (4). They also 
point out how “[o]lder women are still considered as ‘other’ to older men” (Bernard, 
Chambers & Granville 5). This is the essential reason why gerontology and critical 
gerontology focus on the female ageing and its processes and experiences. In general, there 
has been an orientation that “stresses both the diversity and the multiplicity of lifestyles 
[…] – but also argues for the use of data such as literature and visual images to help us 
understand and explain the meanings and significances that we attach to ageing and old 
age” (Bernard, Chambers & Granville 5). 
In their article “Our Ageing Selves: Reflections on Growing Older” Miriam Bernard 
and Val Harding Davies focus on the perception of ageing from both internal and external 
point of view. They discuss the phenomenon of older women using “masquerade as a way 
of presenting a particular self or selves to others” (Bernard & Davies 61). Often this is 
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linked to the desire and an attempt to pass as a younger woman, or look below one’s years 
(Bernard & Davies 61). In this article, the focus is mainly on the working life and how 
women, especially the older women, identify themselves in the working environment.  
As an example, Bernard and Davies present a study made in 1981 by Helen Evers 
(62). This study on nurses and patients in several different geriatric wards shows that the 
female nurses treated the older female patients quite differently from the male patients, and 
they were more often likely to be depersonalized (Bernard & Davies 62). Among the many 
other possible reasons to this type of behaviour, Bernard and Davies suggest that “the 
female nurses are daily confronted with images of what they themselves might become in 
the future: frail older women” (63). A certain denial of ageing is apparent. More 
interestingly, this denial seems to override the nurses’ occupational responsibility, as they 
are professional caretakers of the elderly, yet at times unable or unwilling perform their 
tasks. The process of ageing is experienced both in one’s own body, as well as reflected 
from other women. 
In relation to the results of the study performed in the nursing homes, Bernard and 
Davies raise four key themes that particularly worried women about growing old: ill 
health, dependency, loneliness and identity, which include themes of dignity and 
appearance (66). These themes could worry anyone ageing, regardless of sex or gender, yet 
Bernard and Davies explain how these themes become feminized. In the study regarding 
the nursing homes, female caretakers seemed to take better care of the male patients, and 
the male patients were described to be “much more accepting of being looked after” (63). 
Bernard and Davies raise possible reasons for this in Evers’s study. Firstly, this type of 
caring, where women are caretakers and men are being cared for, has traditionally been 
seen as a somehow ‘natural’ order of family life and human relationships (63). Secondly, 
and this is related to the first point as well, as many of the female patients had possibly 
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been caretakers in their families themselves, surrendering to someone else’s care can be 
seen as threatening to their womanhood (Bernard & Davies 63). It is implied that both the 
female caretakers and female patients can create and uphold this tension (Bernard and 
Davies 63). For many women, old age becomes synonymous with weakness. Old women 
seem to face more discrimination than men, but their own attitudes and expectations 
concerning ageing may also affect their quality of life.    
One of the most significant biological differences between ageing women and ageing 
men is menopause. In women’s life, it is often seen as a major marker of changing from 
adulthood to old age. It marks the end of fertility, yet has much wider meanings outside the 
frame of biology. Gillian Granville’s article “Menopause: A Time of Private Change to a 
Mature Identity” examines the current discourses on menopause. In a book by 
gynaecologist Robert Wilson in 1966, menopause was described as “hormone deficient 
disease, curable and preventable” (Granville 75). This point of view created a world where 
a large group of women became labelled as “sick and in need of treatment” (Granville 75), 
despite going through a natural cycle in their bodies. 
In radical feminism, the idea of using hormone replacement therapy has been widely 
condemned (Granville 77). As an example, Granville discusses Germaine Greer’s view on 
menopause, which implies that it is “a natural event which offers women a time of spiritual 
reawakening, rebirth, rehabilitation and a release from the sexual attention of men” (77). 
This view has been much criticised by other feminists, as it both minimises women’s 
experience of mid-life and victimises women who choose to have hormone replacement 
therapy (Granville 77). This type of discourse shows how challenging this period of 
woman’s life can be, as it is filled with expectations and prejudice from all directions. 
Greer’s view may be reality to some women, but other may suffer from very dramatic 
menopausal symptoms which significantly affect the quality of life. In this light, seeing 
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menopause as a natural event to be welcomed can be seen as insulting and naïve. Attitudes 
towards menopause clash within feminist studies, not to mention the broader social 
context, making it a controversial subject. 
As a response, post-modernism criticises the medical and the feminist arguments by 
“seeking to understand the meaning of menopause in terms of a physiological transition 
that all women will experience, but with a great deal of individual variation” (Granville 
79). Granville states that menopause is a time of change (82). In her study, menopause is 
“interpreted from many of the women’s narratives as a time in the life-course when they 
could pause to reflect on themselves, before moving forward into a new phase of their 
lives” (Granville 84). In this sense, menopause could be seen as a sort of a rite of passage. 
Another look into the female ageing and body is Figuring Age: Women, Bodies, 
Generations (1999), a compilation of writings about either primary or secondary 
experiences of ageing edited by Kathleen Woodward. In the introduction, Woodward states 
how the “research in cultural studies has reflected the concerns of younger women. 
Consider, for example, feminist cultural studies of technology and medicine” (xi). Figuring 
Age draws attention to the fact that although feminist studies have been an important factor 
in studying and improving women’s lives, most of these achievements are directed towards 
young, still reproductive and working women. Old women are still almost an invisible 
group, and as the modern western society is so saturated with the desire to be forever 
young, this group is often neglected both in literature and in real life. Because of this, 
Woodward points out, it is “not an accident that many women around the age of fifty 
experience aging, an experience that does not have the same counterpart in men and thus 
the same psychological, social and economical consequences for men” (xiii). Thus, it can 
be interpreted that ageing is not merely the biological process, but a far more complex 
social and psychological progress. Also, the whole concept of age and what old age is has 
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changed a lot within the last century, as the life expectancy in most Western countries has 
dramatically increased. 
Sally Chivers discusses both Woodward’s and Waxman’s texts in From Old Woman 
to Older Women: Contemporary Culture and Women’s Narratives (2003). In the 
introduction, Chivers comments on Figuring Age that its “personal narratives have 
enormous potential to address perceptual gaps left by inadequate academic and media 
depictions of aging” (xxxv). Furthermore, Chivers explains that autobiographical 
narratives have an important role in making the processes and experiences of ageing more 
visible, yet fictional narratives can also contribute to this (xxxv). When introducing 
Waxman’s notions on Reifungsromane, Chivers points out the theme of mirror gazing and 
the shock of seeing oneself aged in the mirror, while the mind is still young (2). 
Besides physical ageing, female body and mind can be affected by child-bearing. 
Becoming a mother and later perhaps a grandmother can have a great impact on both how 
a woman sees herself and how she is seen by others. When discussing motherhood and 
grandmotherhood, Chivers states that “negative depictions of older women [...] permeate 
fiction and film” (34). The normativity of this negative view both reflects and reinforces 
the treatment older women receive (Chivers 34). The role of a grandmother in 
contemporary Western society is undergoing changes, and Chivers presents how 
“[r]eimagining grandmotherhood might contribute to discourses of aging that resist or at 
least enrich the pervasive cultural narratives of decline” (34). In this thesis motherhood is 
examined through traditional ideals linked to being a mother, and how these ideals are 
visible in Arthurian mythology, and furthermore, in The Mists of Avalon in particular. 
Traditionally, motherhood and grandmotherhood are strongly linked to age; a very 
young or old mother is an exception to the norm. Willingness or unwillingness for 
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motherhood does not seem to be solely a woman’s personal choice, but is strongly linked 
to the norms of the society she lives in. These norms become visible when a woman 
behaves anachronistically, against the expectations related to a certain age. The whole 
concept of motherhood seems to be a sensitive topic, not easily defined nor criticized. The 
ideals and different performances of motherhood in The Mists of Avalon will be discussed 
in chapter 3. In the Arthurian tradition motherhood appears as sacred, with the virginal 
motherhood of Virgin Mary being the highest ideal. 
The issue of anachronism is visible in texts by Woodward and Russo. Woodward 
criticises the notion how women are apparently supposed to be mainly reproductive 
characters, “as if all women defined themselves in terms of reproduction before menopause 
and in asexual terms after menopause” (xiv). When describing women, the reproductive 
side is linked strongly to the sexual side, as if women would only want sex to have 
children, and as if children were all women’s ultimate goal. As women age and go through 
the menopausal period which ends the possibility to bear children, a question arises if 
women are seen useless after passing through menopause. In Figuring Age, Mary Russo 
discusses this topic further in her essay “Aging and the Scandal of Anachronism”. She 
points out how “[a]ge and aging are insufficiently interrogated in feminist theory perhaps 
because until recently old age for women exceeded the mirror of reproduction. With the 
advent of new reproductive technologies and extended life expectancies, age and aging are 
- inappropriately or not - not part of this picture” (Russo 24). In other words, biology is no 
longer an inevitable, unchangeable factor in women’s lives. 
Anachronism, not living and behaving in a typical order of life, can be seen as a 
threat to women, but also the society around them. Mary Russo discusses how  
traditionally “[n]ot acting one’s age, for instance, is not only inappropriate, but dangerous, 
exposing the female subject, especially, to ridicule, contempt, pity, and scorn – the scandal 
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of anachronism” (21). In so doing, she questions how the anachronism is inappropriate, 
and why it is frowned upon. For example, most of the women who become mothers give 
birth at a relatively young age, from late teens to mid-thirties. If a woman wants to have a 
child later than this, and especially if she is old enough to be a grandmother, it is 
discouraged and considered odd. Russo points out how “anachronism means literally 
‘against time’”, and how the term has generally been used when referring to a historical 
misplacement or a faux-pas (Russo 21).  Age is defined not only by the number, but by the 
way we perceive other people and their ageing. Russo discusses how “[b]efore we consider 
acting or not acting our age, it is necessary to ask: how old are we? I say ‘we’ because 
these calculations are always social and always about the Other” (Russo 25). Morgaine 
behaves in many cases consciously and sub-consciously against the expectations of the life 
of a woman in the environment of the novel. This emphasis on the anachronism and 
personal choices can be read as a characteristics of a wider context, by viewing The Mists 
of Avalon as a novel of ripening – a Reifungsroman. 
 
2.2 The Relationship of the Reifungsroman and the Bildungsroman 
 
In The Myth of the Heroine: The Female Bildungsroman in the Twentieth Century Esther 
Labovitz examines the works of Dorothy Richardson, Simone de Beauvoir, Doris Lessing, 
and Christa Wolf, and how they all have contributed into the birth of the female 
Bildungsroman. Labovitz presents the Bildungsroman as a novel with some 
autobiographical elements, and the depiction of the protagonist from childhood through 
adolescence (Labovitz 3). According to Labovitz, “the protagonist is shown in conflict 
with generations and with educators within the pedagogic community, especially as contact 
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with the outside world is made” (3). Here, again, it is noted that in the traditional 
Bildungsromane, the protagonist is a male. In 18
th
-and 19
th
-century Western European 
literature, a female protagonist was virtually unknown in the Bildungsroman. Labovitz 
acknowledges the heroines of the Brontë sisters, for example, but points out that in these 
novels the focus is usually always on socio-economic development rather than on the 
heroine’s inner growth. Marriage becomes the ultimate goal and finishing point for these 
heroines, and it seems that their character development ends there (Labovitz 5). 
In the 20
th
 century, in the wake of the liberalist and feminist movements in Europe 
and the United States, the role of the women in literature has changed, too. Marriage and 
childbearing were no longer the only acceptable ways of female life, but independence and 
education became more and more widespread (Labovitz 7). This development is reflected 
in literature by bringing forth both women writers and female protagonists (Labovitz 7). 
The focus in the female Bildungsroman that Labovitz studies is that of female identity and 
the development of self (Labovitz 7). 
In her study of Simone de Beauvoir’s Memoirs of a Dutiful Daughter Labovitz 
juxtaposes some of the traditional characteristics of a Bildungsroman with de Beauvoir’s 
reconstruction. She discusses the differences in the social positions of a Bildungsroman 
hero and heroine. In a traditional Bildungsroman, 
[f]or the male hero […], this structured society works, eventually, in his 
favor. He travels away from home and structure for a period rebelling, but 
sooner or later reconciles himself to his niche in society. For the female 
heroine, arriving later on the scene, this adversary position bodes ill for her 
eventual adjustment […]. (Labovitz 75) 
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In this context, the world seems to be made for a man. He can rebel and seek for 
independence, for that seems to be expected of him. Almost as if as a reward, he earns his 
place in the society by rebelling against it. For the female, on the contrary, the expectation 
is not to rebel, and female rebellion weakens the society instead of working for it. 
When it comes to marriage, Labovitz discusses the value of marriage to a protagonist 
in a Bildungsroman in comparison to Reifungsroman. According to Labovitz, for the 
protagonist in Bildungsroman “marriage comes about in the normal course of events, often 
hastened to bring about the happy denouement” (48). The marriage seems to be something 
that fulfils the protagonist’s character without changing his identity or social status 
significantly. Also, the protagonist is usually able to choose his spouse. When Labovitz 
discusses Dorothy Richardson’s Pilgrimage, she points out how Miriam, the protagonist of 
this novel, views marriage and how this differs from the traditional view in the 
Bildungsromane. Labovitz explains how Miriam “viewed the marriage in the light of re-
defining the self: to marry was to forego a love of space, give up vistas of freedom and 
one’s flair for independence” (Labovitz 49). For a man in the Bildungsroman, marriage is 
one of the ways of becoming more independent, the man of his own house. For a woman, it 
is something that destroys her independence and freedom, and changes the woman’s 
identity. In this case the focus is mostly on the marriage as it was known in the first half of 
the 20
th
 century, where a woman was to take the name of the husband, and she lacked 
financial independence. 
Franco Moretti studies the traditions of the European Bildungsroman in his work The 
Way of the World (2000). The Bildungsroman itself formed in European literature in the 
late 18
th
 century and continued to develop well in to the 19
th
 century. The focal point in the 
traditional Bildungsroman is the personal and social growth of a young male, often coming 
from a reasonably respectable, bourgeois background. In a Bildungsroman the protagonist 
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mirrors the newfound European individualism of the 18
th
 century. No longer is a person a 
member of a strong, agrarian community, but he becomes an urban self-made man. The 
use of only masculine terms here is intentional: the Bildungsroman focuses mainly on the 
male perspective. It is, in short, a coming-of-age story. In the Bildungsroman the 
protagonist goes through different ordeals and trials in order to find himself and his place 
in the society by becoming a responsible and respectable individual. Moretti explains the 
reasons why the Bildungsroman is such a male dominated genre: “[…] the very elements 
that characterize the Bildungsroman as a form: a wide cultural formation, professional 
mobility, full social freedom – for a long time, the West European middle-class man held a 
virtual monopoly on these, which made him a sort of structural sine qua non of the genre” 
(Moretti ix). This notion supports the views presented by Labovitz and Waxman. It seems 
to me that the birth of the female Bildungsroman, and later that of the Reifungsroman, is 
not only a reaction to the traditional Bildungsroman, but also questions the ideal of youth, 
and reflects the changes in the Western society in the 19
th
 and 20
th
 centuries. 
The role of sexuality in Bildungsromane and Reifungsromane differs vastly. In the 
Bildungsroman, there is not a strong emphasis on sexuality and sexual life. In the era when 
the Bildungsroman emerged, sexuality and sexual life were not parts of everyday 
discourse, neither in literature nor in reality. In the Reifungsroman the sexual aspect often 
becomes of the fundamental elements in the ripening of the protagonist. This, too, can be 
read as a reflection of the more liberal attitudes toward one’s sexuality in the 20th century 
Western countries. The late 20
th
-century feminist discourse has affected the general view 
on female sexuality, releasing it from its marginal state. It appears that a lot of the ripening 
in Reifungsromane is due to some type of revelation or liberation in a woman’s sexuality. 
The whole social discourse on sexuality has changed during the last 100 years, and the 
Reifungsroman joins this discussion by raising questions about the sexuality of ageing 
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women – a topic that is often neglected. In Reifungsromane, finding one’s own sexuality is 
often linked with finding one’s truest self.  
 
2.3 The Origin of the Reifungsroman 
 
In From the Hearth to the Open Road: A Feminist Study of Aging in Contemporary 
Literature (1990) Barbara Frey Waxman discusses the roots and the development of the 
term Reifungsroman. Waxman begins by explaining the notable impact that Simone de 
Beauvoir’s work The Coming of Age made after its publication in 1972. As shown above, 
there is a growing interest in the study and critique of traditional views on old age. 
Waxman points out that since the 1960s, a new literary genre has emerged where 
“increasing number of female writers in the United States, Britain, and Canada have taken 
up de Beauvoir’s dual challenges concerning women and the elderly” (2). She recognizes 
the relationship between the Bildungsroman and the Reifungsroman, as they both display 
“unique characteristics of form, tone, narrative perspective, characterization, theme, plot, 
and imagery” (Waxman 2). Furthermore, Waxman explains that 
I will call this genre, in a feminist literary critic’s act of naming, the 
Reifungsroman, or novel of ripening—, opposing its central tenet to the usual 
notion of deterioration in old age. The name’s inspired by septuagenarian 
writer Mary Sarton’s optimistic concept of “ripening toward death in a 
fruitful way.” (2) 
Waxman suggests that “the rapidly increasing population of older citizens in the United 
States, Britain, and Canada” is one of the reasons for an increasing number of texts about 
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ageing (3). The number of citizens over 65 years or older in developed countries is 
increasing, as the baby boom generations born during or right after the Second World War 
are reaching retirement (Waxman 3). 
Waxman discusses the reasons why the Reifungsroman is such a female-oriented and 
female-dominated genre. The Anglo-American culture in particular is youth oriented, and 
even more so for women (Waxman 7). She points out how older women currently 
outnumber older men and experience more ageism (Waxman 12). Women, and especially 
women writers who were born in the beginning of the 20
th
 century, have witnessed an 
enormous change in the attitudes towards women’s education and equality, pushing the 
way for younger generations, and yet are still facing ageism or other oppression in their old 
age.  
The developments in medical science have resulted in a longer lifespan in the 
Western countries: a person considered old fifty years ago may now be considered middle-
aged. This change in perceiving age and ageing may have contributed to the emerging of 
the literature of ripening. Reifungsroman reflects this new way of perceiving age and 
ageing. Traditionally, “old age is not envisioned as giving women the opportunity to 
develop themselves intellectually or to liberate them from their narrow domestic interests” 
(Waxman 25).  
On a more positive note, Waxman describes how “aging women writers, active and 
ripening themselves, may reflect themselves as they celebrate aging women in their 
fiction” (12). She acknowledges the male writers of Reifungsromane as well, yet explains 
that the Reifungsromane written by men tend to differ greatly from the ones written by 
women (Waxman 12). She supports this by referring to several sociological and feminist 
studies that focus on the experiences of old age, both from male and female points of view 
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(Waxman 12-13). As Waxman summarises, “[o]ne simply cannot generalize about human 
middle age and senescence from male – or female – experiences of aging” (14). This is one 
of the main reasons why in From the Hearth to the Open Road Waxman focuses especially 
on the female Reifungsroman. 
According to Waxman, the female Reifungsromane are “frequently confessional in 
tone and structure” (16), and in addition, “characterized by great mobility, recursiveness, 
or rambling in narrative structure, and passion as well as candor in the disclosures of the 
protagonists” (Waxman 16). The Reifungsromane may contain negative or challenging 
images of old age, yet their focus is on the inner journey, positive growth and ripening, and 
change of state of mind (Waxman 16). In relation to mobility, Reifungsromane are about 
travelling, perhaps physically, but also internally, through flashbacks and reminiscing 
(Waxman 17). Instead of senility and passiveness, the protagonists of Reifungsromane 
display internal growth throughout the narration of the text. While the female 
Reifungsroman may include passages from the protagonist’s youth, usually the focus is on 
the latter years of life, from middle age to old age (Waxman 19). 
Waxman describes how many of the authors of Reifungsromane portray young-old 
women: women who may be old in years, but who are still healthy and high-spirited 
(Waxman 95). But even if the protagonist of the Reifungsroman experiences illness or  
frailty and dependency on others, “Reifungsromane on the ‘frail old’ still depict the mood 
of adventure, opportunity for growth, and context for intense feeling that fiction on the 
middle-aged and young old offer” (Waxman 137). 
In the conclusion of From the Hearth to the Open Road Waxman discusses the 
impact of the female Reifungsroman on feminism and literary criticism. She points out that 
while the protagonists of the Reifungsromane 
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might not apply the term to themselves, these heroines emerge as 
extraordinary feminists, rethinking their goals, rethinking their social roles, 
restructuring their lives to be less rigidly proper, less phallocentric, less 
logocentric, more adventuresome, even more playful. (183) 
The Bildungsromane are sometimes called coming-of-age novels. This term is most 
usually linked with the notion of reaching a certain age, becoming an adult in the eyes of 
the law and society. For example, in contemporary Western culture the age of eighteen is 
in many countries the age of becoming able to vote and marry. As will be discussed later in 
this thesis, age is not only a number but a social construction, depending on the culture in 
which it is studied. The conflict of anachronism and the expectations of behaviour suitable 
for a certain age are essential aspects in studying the Reifungsroman and the 
Bildungsroman, and thus the term coming-of-age is linked to the idea of certain behaviour 
associated with certain age. In fact, when discussing the Reifungsroman, it is all about 
coming out of age: the protagonist becomes free from the expectations linked to physical 
age. 
One of the arguments of this thesis is that The Mists of Avalon can be read as a 
Reifungsroman. It portrays the lifespan of Morgaine from her early childhood to ripe old 
age, and ends in her inner peace and coming to terms with her actions in the past. The 
novel is narrated from Morgaine’s point of view, apart from occasional focalisation of 
other characters, and Morgaine is also the only character whose voice is directly presented 
in first-person narrative chapters, beginning “Morgaine speaks…” on such occasions. The 
emphasis is not on what has happened to Arthur or Britain, but what has happened in 
Morgaine’s mind and person. I argue that these segments are a key to the interpretation of 
the novel as an example of a Reifungsroman. These little chapters also set Morgaine apart 
from other characters. 
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2.4 The Mists of Avalon and the Arthurian Myth from the Perspective of Gender 
 
One of the main objectives of this thesis is to examine how the Arthurian myth is read 
from the perspective of gender. In The Female Reader at the Round Table: Religion and 
Women in Three Contemporary Arthurian Texts (2001), Kristina Hildebrand discusses the 
role of religion and women in three Arthurian texts, all published between 1970 and 1997, 
including The Mists of Avalon. Hildebrand describes the Arthurian tradition as “a body of 
characters, episodes and settings which centre on King Arthur and his court, whether 
Arthur himself is present or absent from any specific work” (Hildebrand 15). 
When discussing the feminising of evil in Arthurian texts, Hildebrand suggests that it 
is a modern phenomenon. To use her words,  
[t]his feminisation of evil does not have clear medieval roots. In medieval 
Arthurian literature, evil is certainly not restricted to women: Mordred is the 
general villain of the piece, and Malory introduces several knights and kings 
who […] are instruments of evil. (Hildebrand 37) 
What is closely related to this evilness is the female character’s sexuality. Hildebrand 
explains that this, too, is a modern aspect of the myth. In medieval works the connection 
between female sexuality and evilness is not visible, whereas in contemporary Arthurian 
works “there is also a tendency to depict evil women as more sexual than the others” 
(Hildebrand 38). 
In addition to the representations of gender and femininity, Hildebrand also shows 
how the medieval Arthurian works are applied in the contemporary texts that she studies. 
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The two most influential works from the medieval era are Sir Thomas Malory’s Le Morte 
D’Arthur and Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae, The History of the 
Kings of Britain (Hildebrand 49). Whereas Geoffrey of Monmouth creates “a stable and 
secure society balanced between secular and sacred power, which offers opportunities for a 
spiritual quest and firmly excludes women” (Hildebrand 51), Malory’s work offers a 
different portrayal of women, being “remarkably free, for its time, of misogynist depictions 
of women” (Hildebrand 59). As she puts it, “the text is unable to free itself entirely from its 
patriarchal context, yet the portrayal of women is neither simple nor entirely androcentric” 
(Hildebrand 59). Even as both texts are historically ambiguous, they are the foundation of 
Arthurian writing, and their representations of the characters, both male and female, have 
influenced more recent texts. 
Susan Bassnett argues in Comparative Literature how the concept of the Triple 
Goddess can be seen in many Arthurian stories throughout history (119-120). The Triple 
Goddess represents the life stages of humans and also the cycle of the nature: the virgin 
represents birth, youth and new life; the mother represents growing and fertility, and the 
crone or the hag represents harvest and death, the end of things. Bassnett suggests that as 
societies have shifted from matriarchy to patriarchy, the idea of a powerful goddess has 
changed into “a series of wicked witches, debauched queens, unstable wives and cruel 
lovers” (120). As Hildebrand points out, many of these changes in the Arthurian tradition 
have taken place after the medieval times. Thus, it seems that in many Arthurian texts the 
old and the new influences and ideals are mixed together. The character of Morgan le Fay 
is often described as both good and evil, and these depictions do not seem balanced. By 
this I mean that in some cases, Morgan seems to be a collection of different types of 
women who have all been assembled into one. When she is evil, she seems to be absolutely 
evil, and when she is good, she is described almost as a saint. The good and evil in her do 
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not meet or exist at the same time, which makes it difficult to decipher whether there is an 
original Morgan, or whether different Arthurian females have blended together over time. 
Patricia Rose discusses different types of Arthurian mothers and maidens and the 
self-sacrificing side of femininity in her article “Acheflour: Wise Woman or Foolish 
Female?” (2004) on the character of Acheflour in Sir Perceval of Galles. In this text, 
Acheflour is Arthur’s sister, who is married to Perceval senior, and after his untimely 
death, devotes her life to take care of Perceval junior. At first  it seems that Acheflour is 
the all-forsaking mother; she does all she can to protect young Perceval from the dangers 
of life in Arthur’s court, but instead of thankfulness of her devotion, she is cast away from 
the court and abandoned by Perceval. According to Rose, Acheflour is merely “the 
instrument of his upbringing and the cause of his naiveté” (454). Other female characters 
in the story are the sleeping maiden, a lady who provides Perceval with a magic ring, and 
Lady Lufamour of Maidenland, who loses her lands to Perceval. Both these women are, 
like Acheflour, instruments in Perceval’s quest of becoming a true Arthurian hero.  
Rose describes how the women of the story are subordinated to men. They do not 
receive any recognition after devoting their lives to give birth and raise men.  Also, many 
of the women, no matter how central to the plot, such as the sleeping maiden, are not 
named (Rose 455). Either they have only an epithet, or they are presented in relation to 
male characters, as in the case of the mother of the Red Knight (Rose 455). Rose makes a 
comparison to another, fairly similar Arthurian legend, the story of Sir Gawain and the 
Green Knight. In that text the female protagonists are also left unnamed until the very end, 
when it is revealed that the lady and the old woman are both “incarnations of “Morgne la 
Faye” [Morgan le Fay]” (Rose 455). The account on Perceval’s story may seem very 
androcentric at first, but Rose introduces another viewpoint to the tale. Instead of reading 
the followings of Perceval as praise to the male dominated culture, the story can also be 
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read as a depiction of women free of male power, or at least aspiring for this freedom. 
Although the Triple Goddess is not in the focus of Rose’s article, the many-faced Morgan 
le Fay in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight may stem from the same root as the other 
representations or mentions of the Goddess in the Arthurian tradition. Also, as I view the 
myth from the perspective of gender, it is apparent that in both texts analysed by Rose 
women play only a supportive role, yet cannot be completely erased. 
John Noble addresses in his article “Guinevere, the Superwoman of Contemporary 
Arthurian Fiction” (2006) the different depictions of Guinevere and the femininity her 
character displays. He refers often to an article “The Figure of Guinevere” by Elisabeth 
Brewer, who interprets Guinevere as a sort of a superwoman portrayed in contemporary 
Arthurian novels. Guinevere often becomes the “competent queen in her own right and a 
mother figure, although not necessarily a biological mother” (Noble 198). The Mists of 
Avalon seems to offer an alternative interpretation of Guinevere/Gwenhwyfar at first, 
presenting a shy girl unwilling to possess or use power, and who easily bends her head in 
front of the patriarchal society of the novel. Later in the novel, however, Gwenhwyfar 
becomes more self-aware and “more in common with the Arthurian ‘superwoman’ than 
one might initially suspect”, as Noble explains (199). Gwenhwyfar indeed has some 
desires and wishes in the beginning of The Mists of Avalon, but she soon has to surrender 
to the command of his father to marry Arthur.  Noble discusses that whereas in other 
Arthurian novels Guinevere is described to be an active and brave girl, Bradley’s 
Gwenhwyfar is not born free, but already carries the weight of the tradition on her 
shoulders (Noble 201). I have pointed out earlier in this thesis that Morgan le Fay is often 
portrayed either as an absolute evil or an almost supernatural benefactor. Like Morgan, 
Guinevere is often described in this manner: she is both the pious, beautiful queen and the 
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ultimate sinner, yet these sides of her do not seem balanced. As a result, Guinevere is often 
presented as a character without depth or a voice and mind of her own. 
Maureen Fries’s article “Female Heroes, Heroines, and Counter-Heroes: Images of 
Women in Arthurian Tradition” in Arthurian Women, edited by Thelma S. Fenster, 
discusses the familiar split between good and evil women in Arthurian tradition. Fries 
explains that “[c]haracteristically, the counter-hero possesses the hero’s superior power of 
action without possessing his or her adherence to the dominant culture or capability of 
renewing its values” (Fries 61). According to Fries, the counter-hero does not respect the 
norms of the society, and particularly, the patriarchal society.  
In her essay Fries categorises the female heroes in Arthurian romance into two sub-
types (65). The first sub-type, the wife-hero, is the female behind her husband supporting 
and serving him, and giving birth to heirs (Fries 65). The second sub-type, the virgin, is 
described by Fries as “a woman living with no permanent attachment to a man, and to 
some extent with a man’s freedom of action (as in the original meaning of the word)” (65). 
Both sub-types, however, primarily serve the patriarchal culture (Fries 65). The female 
counter-hero in Arthurian tradition derives from the religious worship of the Great Mother 
(Fries 68). As Fries describes her,  
[h]er double nature as nurturer and destroyer illustrates even more aptly than 
the figures of heroine or female hero the ambiguity and ambivalence of 
medieval male authors generally, and Arthurian writers particularly, toward 
women. (68) 
Fries emphasises the ever-changing presence and appearance of the Arthurian female 
counter-hero (68). Morgan le Fay becomes the embodiment of the counter-hero who can 
change her appearance at will, and either present herself as a beautiful maid or an old hag 
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(Fries 68-9). In the first Arthurian texts, Morgan appears as a skilled healer, but the 
“portrait of Morgan as a lovely, learned and potent woman changes early in Arthurian 
tradition” (Fries 69). During this time in the Arthurian tradition, the thirteenth century, 
Morgan le Fay becomes linked with dangerous and destructive sexual prowess, and her 
beauty becomes yet another of her vices to lure men (Fries 69-70). As Fries puts it, “[s]uch 
a formulation is clearly an echo of the widespread medieval theological perception of the 
beautiful woman as the Devil in drag” (70). 
Morgan’s character in Arthurian texts written by male authors goes through a change 
from the healing Lady of Avalon into a murdering and sexually voracious she-devil (Fries 
70). Fries points out that this is not growth of a character, but an indication of the 
difficulties many male Arthurian authors have had with “the image of a woman of power 
in positive terms” (70). When summarizing her article, Fries concludes that Arthurian 
heroines and female heroes all play a supportive role to the patriarchal and male-dominated 
society around them (71-2). The female counter-heroes, while “openly refuse to be seen in 
womanly supportive roles”, are still valued and seen through male standards (Fries 72). As 
she puts it, “Both society and literature in the Middle Ages so neglected or distorted 
women’s values that female heroes begin as scarce and dwindle practically into non-
existence” (Fries 72).  
The Arthurian heroines, female heroes and female counter-heroes have consistently 
been seen as an extension of the patriarchal society they are born and developing in. 
Traditional Arthurian women are portrayed either as sexually active, and thus evil, or as 
pious and supportive, angel-like creatures. One can argue that Arthurian women have for a 
long time been viewed and valued by patriarchal standards. During the Victorian era this 
polarity between good and bad women seems to have increased, as possible traces of the 
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old wise women in the mythology dwindled into evil hags. In the following chapter I shall 
examine Bradley’s Arthurian women and their development. 
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3. VIRGIN, MOTHER, CRONE – THE AGEING FEMALE IN THE MISTS OF AVALON  
 
My analysis of the novel begins with an examination of certain events in Morgaine’s life. It 
starts with her teens and youth and extends through her adult life into her old age. In so 
doing the aim is to interpret the novel in relation to the theories presented in the previous 
section. Here, the stages of the Triple Goddess serve as guidelines when discussing the 
events of Morgaine’s life. The events of The Mists of Avalon take place when the alleged 
shift from an old, matriarchal religion to the patriarchal Christianity is happening. Thus, it 
provides an interpretation of both worlds. The novel consists of many of the same events 
and themes which were popular in the Victorian Arthurian texts, but seems to take a 
deliberate step away from them, portraying the events from a different point of view. 
The events I have chosen depict Morgaine’s general mindset and also show her 
development as a woman. In addition to notions of ripening and ageing, I intend to focus 
on anachronism, not behaving according to one’s age. As explained earlier in this thesis, 
one of the focal points when discussing anachronism is that biology often determines 
women’s lives and the ways in which others view women. This essentially means that 
women are judged by whether they have children or not, and that after menopause women 
may be seen as useless to society, since they can no longer reproduce. In the examples of 
Morgaine’s life I have chosen, I shall try to connect this notion of anachronism to her 
character and her behaviour. I have chosen the events from different ages, starting from her 
youth and proceeding through her middle-age to her old age. Defining Morgaine’s age is 
difficult, as there are only few definite moments when her exact age is mentioned. 
While Morgaine is the main character of my study, I shall also introduce some of the 
other characters as comparisons to Morgaine. In the novel, Gwenhwyfar is presented as a 
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polar opposite of Morgaine, being not only her rival in matters of faith, but also in love. 
For Bradley, Gwenhwyfar is timid and naive, and she seems to be torn apart between her 
devotion to Christ and Christianity, and her love for Lancelet. Morgause, Morgaine’s aunt, 
seems at first to resemble Morgaine, with her broad-minded attitudes towards sexuality and 
independence, but in the end there is a crucial difference in their mindsets. In the beginning 
of the novel, Morgause is portrayed as a teenage girl who has just become aware of her 
looks and its affect on men. She seems to be somewhat self-centred, but not particularly 
evil-minded. She grows up to be a liked queen to King Lot of Orkney Islands, but slowly 
she changes from being smart and ambitious into a coldly plotting and power-hungry. 
This chapter is divided in three sections following the manifestations of the Triple 
Goddess. In 3.1 I shall examine how Morgaine’s youth is portrayed and how these 
particular episodes in her life are significant to her character. Although titled “Virgin as the 
Time of Learning”, in this section I do not focus solely on Morgaine’s life before any 
sexual experiences, but rather on the era of her life when she is gaining experiences and 
searching for her place in her society. In section 3.2 I shall discuss the concept of 
motherhood in the novel, dividing this section into smaller segments each focusing on a 
different type of motherhood present in the novel. I shall examine how Morgaine and 
Morgause represent different types of mothers, how Gwenhwyfar can be seen as a mother-
figure despite her childlessness, and how Morgaine as a grandmother does not conform to 
the traditional role that might be expected of a grandmother. Section 3.3 focuses on how 
old age is portrayed in the lives of the women in the novel. Lastly, in section 3.4 I shall 
return to the concept of the Triple Goddess and how the trinity it represents can be seen as 
a key in reading The Mists of Avalon as a novel of ageing, and perhaps even as a 
Reifungsroman.  
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3.1 Virgin as the Time of Learning 
 
The novel starts from Morgaine’s childhood in Tintagel, Cornwall. Momentarily, the focus 
is more on her mother, Igraine. Through their narratives, Bradley opens up the everyday 
life of the women in their environment. Early in the novel, Bradley reveals the everyday 
tasks of women, describing how all women must be accustomed to spinning, weaving, and 
taking care of the household when men are at war (see 6-8). Furthermore, as the novel puts 
it, “[a] daughter of the Holy Isle must do as was best for her people, whether it meant 
going to death in sacrifice, or laying down her maidenhood in the Sacred Marriage, or 
marrying where it was thought meet to cement alliances” (Bradley 4). Igraine has chosen 
the latter, and now lives a rather prosperous and secure, yet lonely, life in the Tintagel 
Castle, surrounded by her younger sister Morgause, daughter Morgaine, and several ladies 
who wait upon her. Igraine no longer practices the religion of Avalon, and although she 
must appear Christian for her husband, she criticises this new religion all the same: 
The Christ God seemed not to care whether a priest was stupid or not, so long 
as he could mumble their mass, and read and write a little. She, Igraine 
herself, had more clerkly skills than Father Columba, and spoke better Latin 
when she wished. [...] Nevertheless, although she was ignorant in any Temple 
of the Mysteries, she could pass among the Romanized barbarians as a well-
educated lady. (Bradley 5) 
Igraine and her kin live in an environment where both men and women must follow their 
duties, and women especially are not likely to be recognised by any other abilities than 
giving birth. 
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So far, the spreading of Christianity has not caused major conflicts, but as Viviane 
and Merlin arrive at Tintagel to discuss it with Igraine, they carry alarming news about 
some Christian priests: “They believe [...] that there is no Goddess; for the principle of 
woman, so they say, is the principle of all evil” (Bradley 13). Thus in the novel, the 
feminisation of evil seems to be one of the markers of the separation of the old and new 
religion. After revealing to Igraine her fate as the mother of the future king, Viviane 
soothes her little sister, and reminds her how they all have a place in this world as disciples 
of the Goddess. Yet in Morgause Viviane sees hunger for power and dismissal of self-
sacrifice (Bradley 23 and 26). This reveals how the Triple Goddess has a fourth face of 
greediness and destruction, essentially all the darker aspects of human nature. 
Morgaine’s life stays quite male-free until Igraine falls in love with Uther, and from 
that point on, Igraine’s focus is shifted from her children to her lover. Even when Igraine 
gives birth to Gwydion, she places him into the arms of Morgaine and tells her to take care 
of him: “And with his chubby hand in mine I knew what Igraine meant; I was too big a girl 
to cry or whimper for my mother, because I had a little one to look after now. I think I was 
all but seven years old” (Bradley 127). These events mark a definite change in Morgaine’s 
life, as she in a way loses her mother and her childhood is now filled with responsibility. 
On a couple of occasions in the novel Morgaine calls Arthur in her mind both her baby and  
her brother, echoing this anachronistic episode of becoming a mother while still a child 
herself (see Bradley 209 and 1000). As she grows up, Morgaine becomes more and more 
attached to Viviane, and becomes like a daughter to her. Viviane’s wisdom and status 
make her a role model for Morgaine. 
After entering the isle of Avalon as a child, Morgaine does not leave it until the 
completion of her priestess training. She must use the knowledge she now has to find her 
way back to Avalon. Despite being well educated, Morgaine does not have much 
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experience in life, as she has lived an austere, but sheltered life in Avalon. This changes 
when Morgaine is twenty years old, for she meets her cousin Lancelet, Viviane’s son, for 
the first time since their childhood and early teens. Lancelet is four years younger than 
Morgaine, and he has just returned from Brittany. According to Morgaine, Lancelet is the 
first man she ever desires, and she is startled by the reaction within her, for she is used to 
the ascetic life of a priestess, without any pleasures of the flesh. “She knew some rebel part 
of herself, long stifled, was crying out, No, I want him to see the woman, not the Goddess, 
not even the priestess” (Bradley 164; italics original). It seems that while Morgaine has 
learned a great deal about the Mysteries of the old religion, and has become a skilled 
priestess, she is very inexperienced when it comes to interaction with people other than the 
priestesses of Avalon.  When Morgaine and Lancelet spend time together, and lie on the 
warm grass of the sunny Tor, Morgaine defies her oath to keep herself virgin until the 
Goddess requires her: 
She closed her eyes; she no longer cared. Her oath seemed a thousand 
leagues and a thousand years distant, and not even the thought of Viviane’s 
anger could have deterred her. Years afterward, she wondered what would 
have happened if they had stayed like that even a few more minutes; no doubt 
the Goddess in whose hands they lay would have had her will with them. 
(Bradley 179) 
Before this incident, Morgaine has been austere and obeying, but now she lets her own 
wishes and desires guide her actions. This can be seen as the first turning point in 
Morgaine’s mindset. Before this moment with Lancelet, she has had no reason to rebel 
against her role as a priestess and her loyalty to Viviane. Upon realising how different her 
life could be, Morgaine begins to question the other roles and demands set for her as a 
priestess.  
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The encounter at the Tor is interrupted by someone’s crying, and literally and 
symbolically, from that moment on, Gwenhwyfar appears to break the connection between 
Morgaine and Lancelet. Gwenhwyfar, still a young girl living in a nearby convent, has 
wandered close to the borders of Avalon. Morgaine helps her out, but Lancelet gains all the 
respect and awe from the girl. “So quickly, then, all that had been between them had been 
reduced to a distant family tie. Fiercely fighting back a surge of tears [...] she stepped on 
dry land” (Bradley 183). Despite knowing her strengths and skills, Morgaine feels jealous 
of Gwenhwyfar and her ability to capture Lancelet’s attention. Gwenhwyfar herself does 
not ease their first meeting, for she believes Morgaine is a demoness and tries to shun her 
by crossing herself, and continues by calling her small and ugly like the fairy folk (Bradley 
181-182). The novel reverses the traditional characteristics of Arthurian women: pious and 
beautiful Gwenhwyfar comes across as a prejudicial, timid character, while Morgaine is 
the true hero despite her appearance. Morgaine’s dress is gathered up because of the 
marshes, thus showing off much more of her body than Gwenhwyfar’s white, angelic 
dress. Morgaine herself is very aware of how far from each other they look:  
Morgaine saw herself as she must look to Lancelet and to the strange golden 
maiden – small, dark, with the barbarian blue sign on her forehead, her shift 
muddy to the knees, her arms immodestly bare and her feet filthy, her hair 
coming down. (Bradley 182) 
Emphasised by the fact that Morgaine has just knowingly embraced the idea of sex, her 
behaviour and appearance could be seen as a version of the dangerous, devilish woman in 
traditional Arthurian mythology. In The Mists of Avalon, however, Bradley turns the 
traditional roles upside down.  
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Shortly before the king-making and the meeting with Arthur, Viviane explains 
Morgaine how she has been chosen to be the Virgin Huntress, the representative of the 
Goddess in that ritual. Now Morgaine will have no say in whom to give her virginity to, 
and she obeys Viviane. Viviane has, however, told her only moments before how 
Morgaine has reached a stage in her priestess training when she no longer has to blindly 
obey the older priestesses, but “where obedience may be tempered with your own 
judgement” (Bradley 195). These words remain with Morgaine for a long time, but at this 
point she does not yet understand the meaning of them. After the king-making ceremony, 
where Morgaine and Arthur lay together, and eventually recognise each other, Viviane 
ponders upon her own ageing: “I shall neither blossom or bear fruit no more. The burden 
of the years lay heavy on her mind. I grow old; even now, at times, the Sight fails me” 
(Bradley 222; italics original). When Morgaine’s virginity is gone and she is not yet grown 
in wisdom, or experienced in motherhood, Viviane is also in a way caught somewhere in 
the middle of ages. 
Whereas Morgaine’s years as a virgin and a young maiden are marked with the 
awakening of the body and the mind, Gwenhwyfar’s youth is almost the opposite. She has 
grown up within convent walls, and before and after that, under the strong command of her 
father, King Leodegranz. In many ways, Gwenhwyfar seems oppressed, and she seems to 
be content with her position. A very short paragraph, however, reveals that somewhere 
beneath her overpowering humbleness and self-discipline, she wishes to be recognised and 
respected: “The thought of marrying made her afraid, too. But then she should have her 
own house where she could do as she would and she would be the mistress; no one would 
dare to make fun of her!” (Bradley 290). Her harsh upbringing nullifies this voice in her, as 
she believes it is not appropriate for a woman to think or act on her own. 
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It appears that from their early lives onwards the paths of Morgaine and Gwenhwyfar 
are set to differ. Morgaine’s upbringing emphasises education and learning from elders, but 
also practicing one’s own ability to make decisions. Gwenhwyfar, on the contrary, is raised 
solely to support the patriarchal society of the novel. As a result, Morgaine grows up as 
intelligent yet at times too certain of her own status and skills. Gwenhwyfar is not 
encouraged to gain knowledge or independence, which at times becomes restricting, but 
also offers her certain safety and guidance in lives. She does not have any great aspirations, 
which perhaps saves her from some of the negative side-effects of having power later on in 
her life. Gwenhwyfar’s attitude towards power will be discussed further in section 3.2.2. 
Although the term virgin is nowadays most often linked with the idea of a sexually 
inexperienced woman, the trinity presented in The Mists of Avalon expands this term. The 
term may refer to a phase in life when one has new experiences in general, and its use is 
not limited to a sexual context. In regards to this point of view, the next event in 
Morgaine’s life to be analysed is her sexual encounter with Kevin the Bard. Although 
Morgaine is far from an inexperienced maiden, her relationship with Kevin offers her a 
new revelation sexually and emotionally. Kevin is the Merlin of Britain, the highest druid 
of Avalon and of the old religion. He meets Morgaine on a road after she has recovered 
and returned from her time spent lost in the fairy world. Kevin explains how Arthur has 
betrayed Avalon by abandoning the dragon banner, which symbolises the old religion and 
represents unity to all people of Britain. Now, however, Arthur’s troops fight under the 
banner of Christ and Virgin Mary. Kevin and Morgaine head to Arthur’s court together to 
confront Arthur for this treason.   
Kevin is described as deformed, with scarred arms and a hunchback, because he was 
caught in a burning house when he was a child. He was badly burnt, and when he was 
rescued the last moments he gained even more injuries. Because of his looks, all women 
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have turned him down, which has made him bitter and resentful. Morgaine spends the 
night with him, and touched by his sensitivity, sleeps with him. As they are lying together, 
she ponders: “This is the first time, really, that I have done this of my free will, and had the 
gift taken simply, as it was offered” (Bradley 482; italics original).  
Before this event, Morgaine has been either told to obey and offer her virginity to the 
Goddess, or then she has slept with a man to gain some kind of control over him, as was 
the case with Lancelet after Arthur and Gwenhwyfar’s wedding. During and after the 
wedding Morgaine often thinks how she could make Lancelet desire her rather than 
Gwenhwyfar and at the same time ease her own longing for intimacy. Even as Morgaine 
and Lancelet are literally rolling in the hay after the wedding, she is aware that neither of 
them is acting out of pure love; both are merely desperate to forget the reality for a while. 
With Kevin, Morgaine experiences love and tenderness as a woman, not as a disciple 
of Goddess. As she mentions herself, this is the first time she has such an experience, but 
not the last. Later on in the novel Morgaine and Kevin become estranged, but Morgaine 
never regrets the relationship and intimacy that she and Kevin shared. She feels at times 
sorry for herself and Arthur for being treated as pawns by Viviane, but even then she does 
not feel ashamed about the events themselves, that is, having slept with Arthur. For the 
priestesses of the Goddess, the concept of sin is unnatural. They have their moral codes 
and do not accept certain behaviour, such as lying, but for them, feelings and desires are 
natural and sinless. The question is, how one acts upon them. For Morgaine, virginity does 
not initially mean the loss of something, nor is it something that can be taken from her. In 
Morgaine’s life the age of the Virgin is the age of learning. 
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3.2 Mother as the Time of Nurturing and Growing 
 
The traditional view on motherhood in the Arthurian tradition seems to enforce the 
sacrificial side of parenthood. The highest praise for an Arthurian woman is to be a good 
mother who gives birth to healthy, strong warriors. In the following section I shall examine 
the different type of mothers apparent in The Mists of Avalon and how they conform or 
differ from the traditional Arthurian motherhood. I shall begin by discussing the different 
performances of motherhood by Morgaine and Morgause. Gwenhwyfar is depicted 
throughout the novel as a kind of un-woman, as she bears no living children, yet her role as 
the mother of the young country expands the idea of motherhood. Furthermore, as 
discussed in Chapter Two, the role of a grandmother has traditionally been perhaps even 
narrower than the role of a mother. In section 3.2.3 I shall discuss how Morgaine performs 
grandmotherhood and how it differs from the traditional views. 
 
3.2.1 Morgaine and Morgause as Different Mothers 
 
Morgaine’s time as a young woman with free will is cut short when she realises that she 
has become pregnant after having sex with Arthur in his king-making ceremony. Once 
again, it seems that Morgaine is given the role of a mother untimely, much like in her 
childhood. As discussed earlier in this thesis in the context of Woodward’s study, the 
stereotypical notion that women’s greatest goal is to have children and experience 
motherhood sits tightly both in literature and in Western society more generally. A 
pregnant woman choosing to end the pregnancy is a character seldom seen. After finding 
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out that she is pregnant to her brother, Morgaine seeks for special herbs to cause 
miscarriage (Bradley 257). She recalls that it is “impious to cast out a child conceived 
under the Great Marriage”, yet the thought of incest and her loss of trust for Viviane sicken 
her (Bradley 244). 
When growing up, most mother-figures in Morgaine’s life have been either absent or 
very distant. Igraine lost interest in her children after she met Uther, and Viviane has had to 
stay distant because of her status as the Lady of the Lake. When facing the unwanted 
pregnancy, Morgaine must enter motherhood without any close role model. Eventually she 
finds refuge at the court of Orkney, where Morgaine’s aunt Morgause lives. Before she 
finds out the truth about Morgaine’s child’s heritage, Morgause offers her niece a first 
chance to truly be a child again: 
Always I have wished for a girl-child, [...] but the Goddess sent me only 
sons, and so you must just be my little daughter now when you need me…’ 
She pulled the dark head against her breast, and Morgaine lay there, shaking 
with the tears she could not shed. ‘Ah, there, there, my little one, [...] you 
need a mother’s care. (Bradley 276) 
Morgaine has been given the role of a mother early on in her life, and now, just before 
giving birth, she can experience childhood, even if just briefly.  
Just as Morgause offers Morgaine a chance to be a child again, she immediately 
denies from her the chance of being a mother. Morgause understands how close to the 
throne Morgaine’s baby is, and wants to make the child loyal to her alone (Bradley 289). 
At first, Morgause’s motherhood seems very usual and traditional in the society presented 
in the novel. She has given birth to four sons already, providing heirs to her husband, king 
Lot (Bradley 278-9). As Morgause sees the chance to power in Morgaine’s baby Gwydion, 
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her motherhood becomes a negative force; she uses Gwydion’s love for her as a tool to 
make him completely dependent and loyal to her. 
When Morgause clings on to Gwydion, she also clings on to her motherhood, 
resisting ageing. When Morgause finds Gwydion crying after he has stricken Niniane hard 
enough to kill her, she soothes him like a little child, while enjoying this control over him. 
She even welcomes the death of Niniane, Gwydion’s lover, for now nothing stands 
between her and her precious foster-son (Bradley 982). Morgause is certain that when 
Gwydion rises to the throne, he will make her the High Queen. This attitude is shown for 
example in the following quotation: 
And it was balm to her heart that he clutched at her hand and muttered, ‘I 
will. I will, my mother. Surely you are the best of all mothers, the best of all 
women!’ And she held him for a moment and kissed him again, savouring 
her power, before she let him go. (Bradley 982) 
Morgause’s symbiotic relationship with Gwydion exemplifies how motherhood and 
maternal instincts are not always simply positive forces, but can be used for selfish 
ambitions. For Morgause, motherhood is less about learning and letting go, and more about 
gaining and controlling. Morgause’s character reverses the traditional role of a self-
sacrificing Arthurian mother as discussed earlier in this thesis. Perhaps in her own mind 
she acts like one, making every decision with Mordred in mind, but the underlying 
motivation is still to ensure her own social status and wellbeing. In a wider context, the 
way Morgause’s motherhood is portrayed can be viewed as a reflection of the 1960s and 
70s discourse of the feminist de-idealisation of perfect motherhood. Morgause’s 
motherhood expands the idea of the self-sacrificing Arthurian mother discussed in Chapter 
Two. 
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3.2.2 Gwenhwyfar as the Mother of the Kingdom 
 
As a stark contrast to Morgaine’s behaviour and attitudes are Gwenhwyfar and her 
piousness. As I shall show in this section, Gwenhwyfar is presented as perhaps the most 
traditional Arthurian woman in the novel, being a devout Christian and submissive to the 
patriarchal society she lives in. Bradley portrays Gwenhwyfar as a woman who has 
everything a woman in her society could ask for, yet she is unhappy as she does not have 
what she needs. As the High Queen of Britain, she becomes idolised and honoured, 
eventually making her an extended mother – a mother of the kingdom. Although her 
childlessness is not her own choice, she exemplifies how biological motherhood is not 
necessary for the Arthurian women of the novel to experience the age of the Mother.   
 Shortly after Gwenhwyfar has first met Arthur, Igraine ponders if she will make a 
good queen for him, for she seems shy and reluctant. Igraine’s thoughts can be interpreted 
as a way of seeing the High Queen as the mother-figure of the kingdom: “When you put it 
into the simplest terms, the queen was the king’s lady; [...] a symbol of all the realities of 
life, a reminder that life was more than fighting and war and dominion” (Bradley 317). 
This also reflects the ideals of the Arthurian setting of the novel: women represent 
passivity, home and family life, while men are linked to war and aggression.  
Gwenhwyfar has been raised Christian and to believe that desires, especially 
feminine desires, are a sin and the work of Devil. Gwenhwyfar is tormented by her feelings 
towards Lancelet, because she is sure that her sinfulness is the reason of her and Arthur’s 
childlessness. Even when Arthur discusses the matter with Lancelet and Gwenhwyfar and 
gives them his blessing to be together, Gwenhwyfar cannot let go of the thought of sin, and 
thus turns down the chance to be with her lover. From early on, Gwenhwyfar worries about 
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her barrenness. At first, her miscarriages are considered unfortunate but not as a sign of 
anything serious. As time passes, she begins to compare herself to other women, as seen in 
the following paragraph: 
Most of the women I know, save for Morgaine and Elaine who are yet 
unwedded, have great boys and girls by the time they are twenty; Igraine 
bore Morgaine when she was full fifteen, and Meleas is fourteen and a half, 
no more! She tried to look calm and unconcerned, but guilt gnawed within 
her. (Bradley 357, italics original) 
Gwenhwyfar’s lack of biological motherhood seems to make her a permanent maiden in 
the eyes of the people. During the night when the Holy Grail appears to the court, 
Gwenhwyfar is described to look almost too young for her years: “Gwenhwyfar, too, 
although her breasts sagged under the elaborate gown, bore herself upright and seemed 
slim as ever” (Bradley 884). The peasant women, watching the court from aside, comment 
how strange it is to see the High Queen so slender and unchanged, when they themselves 
are bent and worn after years of child bearing and physical work (Bradley 884). It seems 
that in their eyes the High Queen has not moved on as a woman in their reality does. Here, 
Gwenhwyfar’s anachronistic appearance makes her different from the other women. 
In “Guinevere, the Superwoman of Contemporary Arthurian Fiction” John Noble 
also points out the particular scene in The Mists of Avalon where Arthur offers 
Gwenhwyfar a position to rule by his side (202). In this sense, Arthur does not 
automatically reinforce a patriarchal system by denying her power, but instead is so 
enamoured of his bride that he wants to build a somewhat balanced relationship with her. 
Here, however, Gwenhwyfar is horrified by the thought of having and using power, and 
consequently prevents herself from being more independent: “Panic clutched again at 
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Gwenhwyfar’s stomach. How could he expect that of her? How could it be a woman’s 
place to rule?” (Bradley 315). Noble sees this as Bradley’s way of emphasizing the 
timidity of Gwenhwyfar, making her seem more like a victim than a heroine (Noble 202). 
Instead of reading Gwenhwyfar’s initial response to having power to rule as a sign of 
timidity, to me it seems as if Gwenhwyfar is unsure of the concept of power as a whole. 
She seems scared, but perhaps she is also linking the concept of power in her mind to what 
she thinks are the only ways to have power over others: to be aggressive and dominant, 
characteristics that she does not find in herself. At this point in her life, Gwenhwyfar has 
no knowledge of what feminine power might be, or how she already has it, whether she 
wants it or not.  
When Gwenhwyfar ages and eventually accepts that she shall never bear a child of 
her own, her strict views of motherhood become more accepting, as can be seen from the 
way she treats Gwydion: “[Gwenhwyfar] is much alone since Lancelet has gone, but often 
calls young Gwydion to her. She has been heard to say that he is like the son she never 
had” (Bradley 941). The concept of maternity in her mind shifts from reproduction to more 
general nurturing. Noble argues that while Barbara Ann Gordon-Wise sees each of the 
female characters in The Mists of Avalon as the faces of the archetypal goddess, this is only 
one interpretation. He suggests that “each of the four characters to whom she directs our 
attention succeeds in manifesting at different points in the novel all three faces of the 
goddess rather than only one face each” (209). Noble also claims that this could be a 
conscious choice by Bradley to point out that “the triple goddess manifests herself in the 
lives of all women, not only those like Morgaine and her sisters who serve and honour the 
Great Mother, but also women like Gwenhwyfar who do not” (Noble 209; italics original). 
As I have discussed earlier in this thesis, one of Kristina Hildebrand’s focal points is 
the juxtaposition of Morgaine and Queen Gwenhwyfar, and how different their attitude 
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towards personal power is. According to Hildebrand, Gwenhwyfar despises the idea of 
having power on her own, and willingly submits to the patriarchal system of Christianity, 
believing that the evilness is indeed within her (109, see also Bradley 384).  
Fantasy literature as a genre commonly portrays female characters in a one-sided 
way; they are either evil step mothers or then virtuous princesses of the fairy tales. In a 
way, Gwenhwyfar is the virtuous princess and later the High Queen in the novel, but what 
sets her apart from the stereotypical characters of fairy tales or other Arthurian retellings is 
that she has a voice of her own. In her youth, however, Gwenhwyfar does not seem to 
know what her own needs and desires are. Her unwillingness to take any action leaves her 
unhappy, and despite being the High Queen of Britain, she feels she is not as powerful as 
Morgaine, who in her eyes is educated and bold. As Gwenhwyfar ages and realises that she 
can make choices herself, she comes to represent the Mother in her own way, here by 
letting herself grow up instead of raising any biological children. 
 
3.2.3 Morgaine as an Unconventional Grandmother 
 
As I have suggested earlier in this thesis, the role of a grandmother is perhaps laden with 
even more expectations and regulations than motherhood. Grandmotherhood is often 
linked with settling down, stepping aside from responsibilities and perhaps occasionally 
helping out with grandchildren. In The Mists of Avalon, Morgaine is given the role of a 
grandmother by marriage, yet she becomes a rather unconventional grandmother. When in 
her thirties, Morgaine is married to Uriens, the old king of North Wales. Morgaine agrees 
to the marriage proposal, assuming that she is to marry Uriens’s younger son Accolon, who 
has been reared in Avalon. Morgaine and Accolon have already established a mutual liking 
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to each other, so eventually they are drawn together by their religion and desire to reinforce 
the status of the old religion. Thus, Morgaine is shown motivated by physical desire, but 
also by the possibility to develop herself and to have power to influence other people. The 
relationship with Accolon reminds Morgaine of her abilities as a priestess, and encourages 
her to seek again her own voice, in order to fulfil her destiny as the Lady of the Lake and 
the Queen of Avalon, her true homeland. 
The relationship with Accolon is adulterous, as Morgaine is married to Uriens. While 
she acknowledges this without taking any pride in it, she believes that it is more important 
for her and all Britain if she were to regain her powers as a priestess and return to rule from 
Avalon. Morgaine’s attitude is shown in this quote when she is having sex with Accolon: 
“She thought, defiant, I am the priestess, my body is mine to be given in homage to her! 
What I did with Uriens was the sin, the submission to lust! This is true and holy” (Bradley 
677; italics original). For Morgaine, having sex with Accolon means more than merely 
satisfying a physical need – it becomes a means to regain her autonomy. In the course of 
time, Morgaine becomes ambition driven, much like her aunt Morgause. What sets them 
apart is the way they see themselves in life: whereas Morgaine seems to consider herself as 
a pawn of the Goddess, with no say to her fate and feels that she must fulfil the will of the 
Goddess, Morgause sees herself as the only force she should obey. Morgause appears to be 
so focused on her own plans that she seems to ignore or forget the chance of accidents or 
coincidences. When sending Accolon to challenge Arthur, Morgaine justifies her actions to 
herself: “I will not hurt him, Mother…yes, I will take from him the sword of the Holy 
Regalia and give it into the hands of the one who will bear it for the Goddess, but I will 
never lay hands on him (Bradley 840; italics original). Morgaine addresses the Goddess 
and tries to distance herself from the fate she thinks is inevitable by saying she will never 
lay hands on him, yet her actions also stem from her own ambitions.  
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Morgause, on the other hand, has no connection to the Goddess, and she is 
completely focused on herself, trying to ensure wealth and power. She justifies her actions 
by simply thinking that everyone makes their own fortune:  
All those who pretend to religions, Morgause thought, wish only to keep the 
sources of power in their own hands. But not I have them freely and of my 
own making, without binding myself by oaths about their use or direction. 
(Bradley 940; italics original)  
There is no God or Goddess to command her to anything. In her lust for power, she fails to 
see or believe that religion may offer a different kind of power, or that it may manifest 
itself differently in other people’s lives. To her, power is the highest thing to worship.  
After Morgaine loses Accolon in her attempt to dethrone Arthur, she looks back at 
her actions and understands that while she thought she was doing the will of Goddess, she 
in fact was blinded by her own desires and goals:  
Slowly, slowly, in the silence of Avalon, I recovered my strength. There at 
last I could mourn for Accolon – not for the ruin of my hopes and plans… I 
could see now madness they had been; I was a priestess of Avalon, not 
Queen. (Bradley 873, italics original) 
Instead of blaming others for her losses or misfortunes, she understands that she has only 
made excuses for herself. There are events that she cannot control, but for those she can, 
she must take responsibility. 
In this period of her life, Morgaine is already the mother of Mordred, but she has not 
been a mother to him in the sense of nurturing, partly because she was so scarred by the 
events leading to the pregnancy, partly because Morgause decided to estrange Morgaine 
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from her son. After Morgaine is wedded to Uriens, she becomes a stepmother to Accolon 
and two other Uriens’s sons. As one of the sons already has a family on his own, Morgaine 
is at times addressed as grandmother, although she is 34 years old. Morgaine is startled to 
find out how old she must seem to others, as generations before her had borne their 
children earlier: “I reminded myself with a start that Viviane’s mother had been a 
grandmother younger than I was now; she had borne Viviane at thirteen, and Viviane’s 
own daughter had been born before Viviane was fourteen” (Bradley 653; italics original). 
This is perhaps one of the clearest cases of anachronism in Morgaine’s life. Instead of 
assuming the role of a grandmother, and settling for a quiet life, she remains sexually 
active and is not afraid to seek power. Morgaine is shown to worry about her appearance. 
When she sees Accolon for the first time after being married to his father, she realises that 
she has imagined herself younger than her years as seen in the following passage: 
she was accustomed to having yound [sic] men look at her and admire her, 
and now she felt that she was old, ugly, undesirable. She had never thought 
herself a beauty, but always before this she had been one of the younger 
people, and now she sat among the aging matrons. (Bradley 662) 
Here her thoughts reflect the traditional views linked to the old and ageing women. Old age 
is associated with being undesirable, and as Bernard and Davies suggest, women actively 
or passively desire to pass as a younger woman. Also, Morgaine’s behaviour here can be 
seen to reflect Kathleen Woodward’s notions on how women experience ageing. Here, the 
fact that Morgaine is now surrounded by different people, and her social status has 
changed, she experiences her age in a very different manner. 
While being a young grandmother, she becomes, though only briefly, an old mother, 
which is another example of anachronistic events in her life. On page 831 in The Mists of 
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Avalon Morgaine realises that against all odds she is pregnant: “She knew she was barren, 
[...] never once from any man had she gotten with child. More than that, she was near to 
nine-and-forty, long past the childbearing years. But for all that, she was certainly pregnant 
now” (italics original). This realisation shocks her, and although there is no reason for 
shame in her pregnancy as she is lawfully wedded, Morgaine worries what happens when 
people find out. Eventually she decides to cast forth the foetus. Aborting pregnancy is 
often seen as opposed to everything that an ideal mother would do. Maureen Fries has 
argued that in the Arthurian tradition, the female anti-hero can be seen deriving from the 
worship of the Great Mother. This Great Mother or a Goddess characterises maternity and 
womanhood as a both life-giving and destructing force, whereas the Christian tradition 
condemns the latter. In The Mists of Avalon Morgaine’s character seems to continue this 
Arthurian tradition of a woman capable of creation as well as destruction. 
As discussed earlier in this thesis, the menopausal era in a woman’s life affects both 
body and mind. Bodily, the possibility of pregnancy diminishes. When discovering her 
pregnancy, Morgaine remembers that her periods had become more erratic and unreliable, 
which can be seen as a symptom of an approaching menopause (Bradley 832). Granville 
argues that the mental effect of menopause is just as significant as the physical one, and 
here Morgaine has to reconsider her role as a mother and as a servant of the Goddess. 
In The Mists of Avalon, Morgaine’s behaviour can be seen as anachronistic. But 
whereas Morgaine’s rebellion against what she should or should not do at a certain age is 
productive, the novel also shows another example of the anachronism. This is the case of 
Morgaine’s aunt Morgause, who refuses to age and holds on to her charms in order to get 
what she wants and be satisfied. Both women display anachronism and thus stand out, but 
for different reasons. Also, both women’s sexuality is an important aspect of their 
behaviour. As Morgaine ages, her sexual life remains fulfilling for she remains true to her 
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own feelings, but Morgause’s sexual activity diminishes, for she has based it on a false 
image of herself. 
 
3.3 Crone as the Time of Harvest and Conclusion in Life 
 
The term crone represents the wisdom of old age and the understanding of how all things 
must once come to an end. Commonly, crone is a negative term for an old woman who is 
considered unattractive. In The Mists of Avalon, however, the term is reclaimed and given 
a more positive meaning – crone is seen as synonymous to a wise woman. Being 
associated in the novel with the season of harvest, the crone can be seen as a symbol of 
harvesting one’s life experiences, as well. It could be said that the more one has cultivated 
and developed their mind, the more generous and rewarding the old age will be. In this 
section I shall show how Morgaine develops from the active and perhaps over-responsible 
character into a more adapting, accepting woman. As Morgaine ages, she becomes more 
active and responsible of her own actions instead of considering herself as only a pawn in a 
game of fate. As the following passage shows, Morgaine’s old age brings her wisdom and 
humility to see fault in her own actions. Morgaine accuses Kevin the Bard to be a traitor of 
Avalon as he has stolen the Holy Regalia, but she recognises that she, too, is to blame. As 
she puts it: “they [the Holy Regalia] had been left in her care, and only if she had taken her 
proper place here instead of revelling in sorrow and considering her own comfort, this 
could have never come to pass” (Bradley 880). Morgaine’s ability to critically view her 
own choices sets her apart, for example, from her aunt Morgause, who cannot admit her 
mistakes.  
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Morgaine’s relationship with Raven, another priestess in Avalon, is an underlying 
thread throughout the novel, and towards the end it becomes visibly significant. Before 
they enter Arthur’s court for the last time, they spend a night together, laying each other’s 
arms, and have a sexual experience, as the following paragraph shows:  
Morgaine clasped her close and kissed her, rocking her like a child. Then, as 
they entered together into a great silence, she held Raven against her, 
touching her, caressing her, their bodies clinging together in something like 
frenzy. (Bradley 882) 
Raven has been Morgaine’s link to Avalon, even when Morgaine spent years away from 
there. Morgaine seems to be surprised that her love for Raven has perhaps been the most 
honest love in her life. As she puts it: “why does it seem to me now that of all the love I 
have known, that is the truest” (Bradley 876; italics original). Here, if only briefly, 
Morgaine and Raven expand the feminine narrative of the novel beyond the traditional 
heterosexuality, and the hetero normative society typical of the Arthurian myth. In relation 
to the topic of this thesis, their relationship is also significant because in this episode they 
are sexually active older women. As discussed earlier in section 2.1 on the basis of the 
views of Mary Russo and Katherine Woodward, older women’s sexuality and sexual 
activeness has been seen as needless, ridiculous or even dangerous, as women’s sexuality 
has for a long time been linked so strongly with reproduction. As women cannot bear 
children after menopause, having sex has been seen as anachronistic behaviour. Here, 
however, the women of The Mists of Avalon have sex for pleasure and for strengthening 
their relationships. 
One of the characteristics of a Reifungsroman is to enable readers “to identify with 
the heroines, to experience elders’ passions, joys, and hopes, often mingled with a 
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frustrating sense of helplessness” (Waxman 17). In the final years of her life, Morgaine 
reflects on her life, and realises her faults: hungriness for power when she tried to replace 
Arthur by Accolon, and her own narrow-mindedness towards Christianity, leading to think 
that the faith of the old religion was in her hands. While Morgaine shared Morgause’s 
greed for power at one point, she now sees she was not behaving responsibly. Thus, the old 
age becomes a healing time for Morgaine, but for Morgause, it is the time of losing 
everything. 
Gwenhwyfar, despite aching for the life society expects of her, faces old age 
eventually with acceptance. Shortly before the relationship between her and Lancelet is 
revealed to everyone, she waits Lancelet in her bedchamber and observes her body: “Ah, I 
am old, surely it will disgust him, that this ugly old flesh is still as eager for him as if I 
were young and beautiful” (Bradley 968; italics original). Before this, she is described to 
sponge herself after feeling “overheated” in a rush of warmth, which can be seen as a 
reference to the menopause (Bradley 968). Although she worries for a moment how 
Lancelet sees her, she soon forgets her worries and enjoys sex. She, too, portrays 
anachronism, for as she has not given birth to children, her body is said to resemble that of 
a young maiden, even when Gwenhwyfar is in her fifties. Although she feels sadness from 
not having children of her own, she grows to understand and appreciate what she already 
has, and eventually finds her own voice.  
When Gwenhwyfar and Lancelet flee from Arthur’s court after Mordred has exposed 
their affair to everyone, she at first wants to follow Lancelet to Lesser Britain. Soon, 
however, she realises that for the first time in her life she can truly decide what is best for 
her, and chooses to go to a monastery instead. As seen in the following example, she 
shows respect towards Lancelet and Arthur, sparing their friendship and honour, and also, 
she respects herself by choosing a life that she does not have to feel guilty about: “I will 
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not go overseas with you, Lancelet, nor will I bring strife among all the old Companions of 
the Round Table” (Bradley 993). She appears content that she has stood by Arthur, shared 
the love with Lancelet, and now no longer needs to repent. When Gwenhwyfar and 
Lancelet are saying their goodbyes at the nunnery, she, too, seems to have ripened and 
matured significantly. She discovers that “for the first time she acted without thought of 
herself” and that “she felt that this was right-the acceptable gift and sacrifice to bring 
before God” (Bradley 995). As John Noble points out, the character of Guinevere in 
Arthurian tradition often expands to a mother figure beyond the biological motherhood 
(198). Also, as discussed earlier in this thesis, instead of viewing each female character as 
a representative of one face of the Goddess, Bradley appears to suggest that all women can 
manifest all the different faces of the Goddess (Noble 209). 
Notably, both Morgaine and Gwenhwyfar seem to make a full circle in their lives, 
eventually returning to the places where they once were living as little girls. Morgaine 
returns to Avalon and remains there, and Gwenhwyfar becomes a sister in a monastery, 
leaving behind her privileged life as a High Queen. While both of them do not travel very 
far from their origins physically, they both have made an immense journey in their minds, 
as the characteristics of the Reifungsroman exemplify. As Waxman argues, the female 
Reifungsroman is characterised by internal travelling, maturing and while displaying 
fragility of the old age, the tone is positive and forward-looking (Waxman 16-17).  
Morgaine has travelled far and wide, even into the realm of Fairy, but the greatest 
movement has happened in her mind as she learns from her mistakes and takes 
responsibility in her actions. Although Gwenhwyfar’s development is not as visible, she, 
too, portrays capability of inner growth and acceptance. As a young woman, she is 
described as a girl who cannot clearly differentiate which thoughts are planted on her and 
which are her own. As she grows and matures, she learns to find her own voice, making 
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her able to accept her love both for Lancelet and Arthur. Morgause, on the other hand, has 
been literally all over the Britain, yet she cannot find peace anywhere, for her mind has not 
changed and ripened at the same time. 
 
3.4 The Triple Goddess in The Mists of Avalon 
 
The importance of notion of the Triple Goddess in Bradley’s work is that it provides 
significance and meaningfulness for all ages of a woman’s life. In order to achieve 
fulfilment and wisdom, one must live through these stages of life, perhaps not always 
literally, yet in way that one can recognise each feature in herself. The Triple Goddess 
stands for achieving a balance in one’s life by not letting one feature overpower other. As 
this section shows, The Mists of Avalon suggests that the Triple Goddess is manifested in 
each of the women’s lives.  
As discussed earlier, Morgause has been holding on to her youthful image, and cannot 
bear to age. Morgause sees ageing as something that will diminish her power and beauty, 
whereas to Morgaine, age brings more wisdom and strength of mind. Morgause also has 
the gift of the Sight, but she chooses to use it to her own purposes and even sacrifices 
another person in order to gain power. Morgause brings Mordred up and wants to ensure 
he is loyal only to her. As she plots to have Mordred on the throne one day, she expects 
that he makes her the High Queen and lets her rule by his side. The following paragraph 
reveals the true reason for Gwenhwyfar’s barrenness: Morgause has given orders to a lady 
in the court to give a drug to the Queen to prevent her from getting pregnant. 
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‘The Queen’s courses have not come upon her now for more than a year, and 
so I have ceased to give her the drug [...].’ So Morgause’s last fear could now 
be quieted – that somehow, against all odds, Gwenhwyfar would bear a 
belated child to endanger Gwydion’s position at court. (Bradley 941) 
In the beginning of the novel, Viviane explains to Igraine how Goddess is sometimes 
referred as the Triple Goddess, wearing the faces of a Virgin, a Mother, and a Crone. 
Viviane then tells that Goddess does have a fourth face: the goddess of destruction and 
evil.  This underlines the full image of feminine in the novel. It is not only about power, 
but also about responsibility and the wisdom not to exploit the Sight. Eventually, 
Morgause is described of becoming weary: “I am an old woman. And I have lost my son 
Gareth, and I have lost Gwydion, and I will never now be Queen in Camelot. I have lived 
too long” (Bradley 990, italics original). It seems as if to her all the glory and life itself 
belongs to youth, and as she has become old, she can no longer find purpose for her life. 
In comparison, Morgaine is not shown to think in such manner as she does not see her 
age as a restricting factor. While she is occasionally described as being tired from physical 
strain, she is not weary of life in the manner of Morgause. Although Morgause has been 
anachronistic in her own way, it has not benefited her, for unlike Morgaine, she seems to 
be aware of her ageing and keeps on fighting against it. For example, she is not afraid to 
use cosmetics to make her appear younger, as the discussion between Kevin and Morgaine 
about Morgause shows: “And the lady is liked well by all men – she is not so old, either, 
but still beautiful, her hair still red as ever without a line of grey-‘ ‘Oh,’ said Morgaine 
caustically, ‘they sell henna from Egypt in the markets of Lothian’” (Bradley 503). Later in 
the novel Morgause recognizes her own ageing with dislike: “Morgause did not remember 
often that she was old, and it frightened her” (973). Here again, Morgause seems to 
experience ageing, as her image of herself is based on how other people view her. 
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Morgaine, on the other hand, does not mind being or looking her age, even if her actions 
sometimes conflict with the expectations of other characters. Morgaine and Morgause 
seem to share momentarily this notion of experiencing ageing, yet their reaction to this 
awareness is very different. Morgaine, while recognising that she is indeed old enough to 
be a grandmother, seems then to accept the fact that the passing years have left their marks 
on her. In other words, she continues what she thinks is her mission, to regain her skills as 
a priestess and to set Accolon on the throne. 
The journey of Morgaine is long and varied. In the epilogue of the novel, Morgaine 
visits the island of Glastonbury and the Abbey. She had long feared and fought for the old 
religion of the Goddess, and thought that Christianity may smother and drive out the 
Goddess from the world forever. As she beholds the images of Virgin Mary and St. Brigid, 
she understands that it was not the fate of the old faith in her hands, but maybe only her 
own faith. Whatever has happened in the world beyond Avalon is secondary, since the 
greatest change and development has occurred within Morgaine.  
Earlier in this thesis I suggested that the Isle of Avalon may be compared to a womb. 
Especially at the end of the novel, this metaphor seems more accurate. Morgaine grows up 
in Avalon, and she has to break free and continue growing before she can understand that 
Avalon is something she has to find within her. Avalon as a womb also symbolises the 
feminine power, whereas the court of Arthur, with all the knights bearing swords, becomes 
a symbol of masculine energy. Curiously, the most powerful symbol of manhood, the 
sword Excalibur, originates from Avalon. The sacred chalice, which for the court becomes 
known as the Holy Grail, can also be seen as a representation of the feminine body as a 
vessel. One of the messages put forth by the novel may be that Avalon and its old religion 
offer a balanced representation of both feminine and masculine power, whereas the early 
Christianity depicted in the novel only embraces masculine force, the sword, and 
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eventually loses connection to femininity, represented here by the chalice. In a fit of rage, 
when fighting with Niniane Mordred speaks: “The world is no longer a great womb 
bearing men – now the movement of men and armies settles things” (Bradley 979-80). 
Even if Mordred has been raised in Avalon, he no longer appreciates the balance between 
the feminine and the masculine, and perhaps this is what truly causes his destruction. 
It could be said that in the end Morgaine wears all the faces of the Goddess. She 
knows what it is to be the Virgin, she has suffered the pains of becoming a Mother, and she 
has reached the calm wisdom of the Crone. She knows the fourth face of the Goddess, yet 
it cannot have power over her. As she sets forth to bring fatally wounded Arthur back to 
Avalon, she carries all her past selves with her, now in balance and accepting them all: 
I stood in the barge alone, and yet I knew there were others standing there 
with me, robed and crowned, Morgaine the Maiden, who had summoned 
Arthur to the running of the deer and the challenge of the King Stag, and 
Morgaine the Mother who had been torn asunder when Gwydion had was 
born, and the Queen of North Wales, summoning the eclipse to send Accolon 
raging against Arthur, and the Dark Queen of Fairy . . . or was it the 
Deathcrone who stood at my side? (Bradley 998; italics original) 
As the passage shows, Morgaine appears to understand the significance of all these stages 
in her life. Despite the initial differences between Morgaine and Gwenhwyfar they both, in 
fact, mature and wear the faces of the Goddess. Gwenhwyfar’s development is not as 
clearly presented as Morgaine’s, yet she, too, is the Virgin, the Mother, and the Crone, or 
rather the Wise Woman in her turn. 
Reading The Mists of Avalon as a Reifungsroman expands the interpretation of the 
characters. The characters change as they age, yet ageing is not an unchangeable constant, 
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but it affects each character differently. For Morgaine and Gwenhwyfar, old age brings 
conclusion and fulfilment after years of internal struggling, as they both are capable in 
criticising their own actions. For Morgause, old age becomes the age of losses and the end 
of purpose. When Morgaine and Lancelet meet upon his return from his quest of the Grail, 
Morgaine comes to terms with her own influence on events. Although she claims that for 
the time being she must believe that she had to do what she did, her inner monologue 
reveals that she sees her own choices behind her actions, as she ponders: “a choice to 
refuse the king-making, a choice to destroy Mordred unborn, a choice to refuse when 
Arthur gave me to Uriens, a choice to hold back my hand from the death of Avalloch, a 
choice to keep Accolon by my side” (Bradley 934; italics original). 
In the epilogue, after Morgaine has visited the Abbey on the other side of the Isle, it 
is described how there “was a place where the veil lying between the worlds was thin. She 
needed no longer to summon the barge – she need only step through the mists here, and be 
in Avalon” (Bradley 1009). As she has reached a deeper understanding, she has now in a 
way become one with Avalon, now free to travel between the worlds and mists, and 
herself. As argued earlier in this thesis, Morgaine’s inner monologue in the novel seems to 
reflect the characteristics of the Reifungsroman. Her narration of the events reveals her 
rethinking and revisiting her experiences and social roles, which Waxman presents as 
typical of the Reifungsromane (Waxman 183). 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
The aim of this thesis was to examine The Mists of Avalon as a depiction of female ageing 
and as a feminine narrative in a masculine genre. Although the characters of the novel are 
easily identified as Arthurian characters, the feminine retelling shifts the focus from the 
male characters and chivalry to the females of the tradition, focusing on their motivations, 
thoughts, and actions. As The Mists of Avalon tells Morgaine’s story from her childhood to 
old age, the novel also introduces an ageing woman as the protagonist. In traditional 
Arthurian literature the older female characters have usually been supportive mothers or 
evil witches as is the case in Tennyson’s Idylls or the story Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight. Morgan le Fay appears in most Arthurian retellings, portrayed as a skilled healer in 
the early versions, but slowly turning into a maleficent, evil sorceress later on. Her 
appearance seems to indicate her evilness: either Morgan is described as an old, 
unattractive hag who must be avoided, or she is unnaturally attractive, luring men into their 
demise. 
Studies on ageing women indicate that the rejection and prejudice against older 
women is reality in many contemporary Western countries. Older women and sexuality are 
seen as a nearly impossible combination. The ageing men face prejudice, too, but 
compared to women, they are not as likely to be mistreated or neglected in nursing homes. 
The menopause seems to be one of the major reasons why older women are sometimes 
seen as not useful to society anymore, as their capability of childbearing is diminished. 
Older males, if healthy, can theoretically father a child at a very old age, which emphasises 
the fact that for men old age remains a time of virility. The attitude towards women’s 
sexuality and sexual activeness appears to be strongly influenced by the concept of 
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reproduction, dismissing from the discourse sexual pleasure and having sex for other 
reasons than reproduction. 
The major social changes in women’s lives in the 20th century have been increasingly 
discussed in literature. The Bildungsroman and the Reifungsroman share certain 
characteristics such as the narrative perspective and themes. Whereas the Bildungsroman 
as a genre tends to focus on young men and their coming-of-age and growing into a 
society, the 20
th
-century literary genre of the Reifungsroman focuses on ageing individuals. 
The female Reifungsroman views old age from a new perspective – instead of being linked 
with frailness and mental and physical deterioration, old age becomes a time of fulfilment 
and greater understanding for the protagonists. The Reifungsroman also views women’s 
sexuality from a different angle compared to the Bildungsroman. Whereas the latter is a 
male-dominant genre with little emphasis on sexuality, the Reifungsroman values sexuality 
and in fact it can become a significant factor in the protagonist’s personal development. 
As this thesis focuses on the women in The Mists of Avalon, I have examined some 
of the traditional interpretations of the women in the Arthurian tradition in general. Sir 
Thomas Malory’s Le Morte D’Arthur and Geoffrey of Monmouth’s The History of the 
Kings of Britain have both influenced the majority of Arthurian retellings and the way the 
Arthurian characters are portrayed. Many early Arthurian female characters appear to be 
subordinate to men and to the patriarchal society. Some studies, such as Maureen Fries’s 
article on Arthurian female heroes, suggest that many of the Arthurian female characters 
may originate from older, more versatile characters, but medieval male authors such as 
Malory altered and reduced these characters to better suit the patriarchal and Christian 
ideals. The view on Arthurian women becomes biased: the women are portrayed either as 
angel-like, innocent creatures, or as evil hags willing to destroy the men. It is notable that 
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in the Arthurian tradition, the sexuality of women becomes a marker of their character – 
evil women are often openly sexual, and use sex as a means to create havoc. 
In the analysis of the novel presented in Chapter Three I discussed how Marion 
Zimmer Bradley retells the Arthurian legend, and how she changes the focus from the 
masculine narrative to a feminine one in order to expand the original myth. As discussed 
earlier in Chapter Two, some of the Arthurian female characters can be seen as reflections 
of pre-Christian matriarchal religion. In the section called “Virgin as the Time of 
Learning” I have focused on the youth of Morgaine, the protagonist of the novel, and 
Gwenhwyfar, Morgaine’s polar opposite. Both women set out from their childhood and 
enter the world of adulthood and learning. Juxtaposing Morgaine and Gwenhwyfar Bradley 
also reverses the traditional Arthurian setting where Morgaine is usually portrayed as an 
evil antagonist and Gwenhwyfar as the female hero.  In section 3.2 I have introduced the 
different types of mothers presented in the novel, and how Morgaine, Morgause and 
Gwenhwyfar perform motherhood in the novel. Through Morgaine, the role of a 
grandmother is viewed from a new angle, as she remains socially and sexually active 
despite being an ageing woman. Thus, Morgaine reverses the conventional view of a frail 
grandmother, who in the more conventional Arthurian setting would traditionally exist 
merely to support the patriarchy. 
The concept of the Triple Goddess allows examining the women of the novel both in 
the Arthurian context and also as ageing women. The women in the novel seem to have a 
more fulfilling old age if they understand the changes and the process of ageing in 
themselves. I also suggest that The Mists of Avalon can be read as a part of the 
Reifungsroman genre, for it emphasises the inner changes and monologue of its protagonist 
Morgaine by biographical narrative. By reversing the traditional roles of the Arthurian 
women, Bradley draws the reader’s attention towards the long tradition of masculine 
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retellings of the Arthurian mythology, and how the imagery they conjure on women may 
still affect the modern fantasy literature and even contemporary attitudes.  
While writing this thesis, several other possible approaches have risen. As mentioned 
in section 3.3, the relationship between Morgaine and Raven could be more extensively 
studied from gender studies point of view. There are also other suggested non-heterosexual 
romantic relationships briefly mentioned in the novel, providing a field of study. Also, 
while my emphasis is on the female characters of the novel, I have made a deliberate 
decision not to discuss the novel in terms of political gender studies, or focus on the 
religious view on gender, as critics such as Kristina Hildebrand have done. I have also 
decided to focus on the ageing of the women instead of ageing of all the main characters 
because in my view the feminine viewpoint of the novel provides more complete 
portrayals of the female characters, thus making it easier to define the focus. As The Mists 
of Avalon is a rather widely-known and an established work of fantasy literature, it could 
also be examined in relation to fantasy literature in general, which is a genre that has 
expanded rapidly and become more popular in recent years. In this sense, my thesis has 
paved the way for further analysis of The Mists of Avalon, as the novel is simultaneously a 
work of contemporary fiction and fantasy literature, and a part of the almost thousand-
year-old Arthurian tradition. 
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Finnish Summary 
 
Pro gradu -tutkielmassani tarkastelen Marion Zimmer Bradleyn vuonna 1983 julkaistua 
fantasiaromaania The Mists of Avalon (suomeksi Avalonin usvat) naishahmojen 
ikääntymisen näkökulmasta. Romaani käsittelee kuningas Arthurin ja pyöreän pöydän 
ritareiden tarinaa naishahmojen kautta, ja pääosassa on Arthurin sijaan tämän puolisisar 
Morgaine. Romaanin tapahtumat sijoittuvat Brittein saarten fiktiiviseen historiaan ajalle, 
jolloin kristinusko on syrjäyttämässä vanhat alkuperäisuskonnot. Morgaine edustaa 
romaanissa vanhaa, matriarkaalista maailmaa ja uskontoa, jonka keskuksena on 
Glastonburyssa sijaitseva Avalonin saari. Arthur ja etenkin tämän vaimo Gwenhwyfar 
edustavat taas kristinuskon leviämistä ja patriarkaalisen maailmankuvan valloitusta. 
Romaani kuvaa tapahtumia pääosin Morgainen näkökulmasta lähes 70 vuoden ajalta. 
Vaikka tapahtumat noudattavat suurilta osin aiempia versioita myytistä, tässä 
uudelleenkerronnassa keskiössä on Morgainen ja muiden naishahmojen sisäinen maailma 
ja kehitys. Vanhetessaan Morgaine oppii hyväksymään menneisyytensä teot ja löytää 
rauhan. 
Tunnetuimpia varhaisia tekstejä, joissa mainitaan kuningas Arthur, ovat Sir Thomas 
Maloryn Le Morte D’Arthur (1485) ja Geoffrey Monmouthilaisen Historia Regum 
Britanniae eli Britannian kuninkaiden historia. Vaikka molemmat tekstit ovat 
historiallisesti epäluotettavia, niistä on muodostunut perusta myöhemmille arthuriaanisille 
uudelleenkerronnoille. Viktoriaanisella aikakaudella arthuriaaninen kirjallisuus koki lyhyen 
kukoistuskauden, jolloin ihannointiin tarinoiden ritarillisuutta. On oletettavaa, että tällä 
ajalla syntynyt arthuriaaninen kirjallisuus muokkautui myös viktoriaanisen ajan hengen 
mukaiseksi. Arthuriaaninen kirjallisuus on ollut pitkään vahvasti maskuliinista ja usein 
pojille ja miehille suunnattua. Tätä kritisoidakseen Bradley kertoo valinneensa romaaniinsa 
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naisnäkökulman, ja nostaa keskeiseksi hahmoksi Morgainen, joka perustuu Morgan le 
Fayn hahmoon. Morgan esitetään usein perinteisessä arturiaanisessa kirjallisuudessa 
Arthurin vastustajana ja vastakappaleena, joka juonittelullaan aiheuttaa Arthurin hovin 
hajoamisen. Bradley pohtii, että vaikka legendan naishahmot ovat usein yksipuolisesti 
kuvattuja, hahmoilla on voinut olla menneisyydessä huomattava rooli, eivätkä Malory tai 
muut miespuoliset kirjailijat ole tämän vuoksi voineet häivyttää naisia kokonaan tarinasta. 
Tutkielmassani nostan esille muutamia tutkimuksia näistä varhaisemmista arthuriaanisista 
teksteistä ja niiden naishahmojen käsittelystä. Tama Lea Engelkingin artikkeli käsittelee 
Renée Vivienin runoissa esiintyvää arthuriaanista naishahmoa, joka liittyy vahvasti veteen 
elementtinä. Runot heijastavat 1800-luvulla alkavaa sukupuolidynamiikan muutosta ja 
siihen liittyvää naisten sukupuolisuuteen suhtautumista länsimaissa. Arthuriaanisessa 
kirjallisuudessa Arthurille Excalibur-miekan antavan Järven naisen voidaan Engelkingin 
mukaan nähdä yleisesti heijastavan niin kirjaimellisesti kuin kuvaannollisesti naista ja 
naiseutta. Veteen liittyy mielikuvia vaihtelevuudesta ja arvaamattomuudesta, ja näitä 
mielikuvia on perinteisesti liitetty myös naisiin. Miehet taas nähdään tässä diskurssissa 
vakaana ja tasaisena elementtinä.  
Stephen Ahern keskittyy artikkelissaan tarkastelemaan niin ikään 1800-luvulla 
julkaistua Alfred Tennysonin Idylls of a King -teosta, jossa naishahmot jakautuvat karkeasti 
tyypitellen huoriin ja madonnoihin. Ahernin artikkeli kuvaa viktoriaanisen ajan ihanteiden 
siirtymistä arthuriaanisiin teksteihin. Naisten rooli tarinassa muuttuu entistä vahvemmin 
miestä ja patriarkaattia tukevaksi, ja heidän sosiaalinen asemasta on riippuvainen 
avioliitosta ja siveydestä. Vaihtoehtoinen lukutapa Tennysonin teoksiin voi Ahernin 
mukaan paljastaa, että Tennyson pyrkiikin kritisoimaan viktoriaanisen ajan ihanteita 
kuvaamalla naiset yksioikoisesti. Susan Bassnettin mukaan anglosaksisessa maailmassa 
kiinnostus arthuriaanista kirjallisuutta kohtaan on edelleen voimakasta, mutta siitä 
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huolimatta kirjallisuudentutkimuksessa tarinan naishahmoja tai -näkökulmaa ei ole 
juurikaan huomioitu. Kiinnostus painottuu tarinan mieshahmoihin, jotka kuvataan 
lähtökohtaisesti sankarillisina yhteiskunnan rakentajina, kun taas naiset nähdään monesti 
uhkana arthuriaaniselle yhteiskuntarakenteelle. 
Muista arthuriaanisen perinteen uudelleenkerronnoista eroten Bradleyn The Mists of 
Avalon nostaa naishahmot esille. Perehdyn toisessa luvussa kirjallisuudentutkimuksen 
teorioihin, joiden avulla tarkastelen romaania. Koska romaanin päähenkilön Morgainen 
elämää käsitellään niin laajasti, tarkastelen naisten ikääntymiseen liittyvää 
tutkimusaineistoa, ja sitä kautta kirjallisuuslajia Reifungsroman, joka laajentaa perinteistä 
kehitysromaanin (Bildungsroman) käsitettä. Reifungsroman keskittyy kuvaamaan 
ikääntymistä ja tietynlaista henkistä kypsymistä. Erityisesti naisiin keskittyvä 
Reifungsroman -kirjallisuus voidaan nähdä reaktiona naiskirjailijoiden yleistymiseen 1900-
luvulla. Viime vuosikymmeninä gerontologian tutkimus on lisääntynyt, ja esimerkiksi 
Miriam Bernardin ja Val Hardingin artikkelissa nostetaan esille miten eri tavoin naisiin ja 
miehiin suhtaudutaan vanhetessa. Vanhenevat naiset kokevat tutkimusten mukaan 
enemmän ikäsyrjintää ja ennakko-odotuksia, ja siksi vanhenemisesta tulee monille raskas 
kokemus. Menopaussi on muun muassa Gillian Granvillen mukaan yksi selkeimpiä 
tekijöitä, mitkä erottavat vanhenevia miehiä ja naisia. Sukukypsän iän ohittaminen liitetään 
naisilla usein seksuaalisuuden vähenemiseen. Mary Russon artikkeli anakronismista liittyy 
samoin vanhenemisen ruumiillisiin muutoksiin ja hedelmällisyyteen: hyvin nuoreen tai 
hyvin vanhaan äitiin kohdistuu usein negatiivisia ennakkoluuloja. Näitä naisen 
ikääntymiseen liittyviä teemoja tarkastelen analyysiluvussa romaanin tapahtumien ja 
henkilöhahmojen kautta. 
Romaanin käsittely on jaettu kolmeen osioon, jotka olen jaotellut romaanissa usein 
esiintyvän vanhan uskonnon kolmiyhteisen jumalattaren mukaan. Virgin (”Neitsyt”), 
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Mother (”Äiti”) ja Crone (”Eukko, vanha nainen”) kuvaavat sekä naisen elämän vaiheita 
että laajemmin luonnon kiertokulkua. Luvussa 3.1 käsittelen Morgainen nuoruutta ja hänen 
suhtautumistaan seksuaalisuuteen. Vastakohtana Morgainen vapautuneisuudelle on 
Gwenhwyfarin voimakas uskonnollinen kasvatus ja synninpelkoinen luonne.  
Luku 3.2 käsittelee äitiyden ilmenemistä romaanissa. Morgaine, tämän täti 
Morgause, ja Gwenhwyfar edustavat kaikki erilaista äitiyttä. Morgaine haluaa abortoida 
raskautensa, mikä kyseenalaistaa yleisen käsityksen äitiydestä uuden elämän synnyttäjänä 
ja suojelijana. Morgainen elämässä on myös anakronistisia piirteitä hänen ollessa yhtäältä 
nuori isoäiti, ja varsin vanha äiti ottolapsilleen. Gwenhwyfar ei koe biologista äitiyttä, 
mutta asemansa seurauksena toimii roolimallina ja kuningaskunnan äitihahmona. 
Morgause taas esitetään aluksi perinteisenä uhrautuvana arthuriaanisena äitinä, mutta 
romaanin perinteisin äitiys kääntyy vallanhimoksi, ja äidinrakkaus negatiiviseksi 
manipuloinniksi. Morgauseen myös henkilöityy romaanissa esitetty jumalattaren neljäs 
ilmentymä, jolle ominaisia piirteitä ovat ahneus, pimeys ja tuhovoima. 
Naishahmojen vanhenemisen kokemuksia käsitellään luvussa 3.3. Morgaine 
hyväksyy ikääntymisen tuomat muutokset kehossaan, ja pyrkii oppimaan virheistään 
jäämättä kuitenkaan yhteiskunnallisesti passiiviseksi. Gwenhwyfar niin ikään kykenee 
ikäännyttyään hyväksymään lapsettomuutensa ja tunteensa Lanceletia kohtaan, ja hän oppii 
viimein löytämään oman äänensä. Vaikka Morgaine ja Gwenhwyfar elämät poikkeavat 
hyvin paljon toisistaan, he ovat samalla toistensa vastakappaleet, täydentäen toisiaan. 
Morgause taas esitetään äidin rooliinsa takertuvana ja vanhenemista pelkäävänä, jonka 
seurauksena hän kokee tulleensa tarpeettomaksi. Hänen kauttaan myös 
kolmoisjumalattaren vaiheiden merkitys korostuu: tullakseen aidosti kypsäksi ja viisaaksi 
yksilön tulee omalla tavallaan hyväksyä ja kokea eri elämänvaiheet takertumatta 
mihinkään tiettyyn jaksoon. 
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Romaanin lopussa Morgaine poistuu Avalonin saarelta vielä kerran vieraillakseen 
Vivianen, tätinsä ja kasvattiäitinsä haudalla. Tässä kohtauksessa esitetty Morgainen 
sisäinen monologi täyttää mielestäni Reifungsromanin määritelmän, kuvastaen Morgainen 
käymää henkistä matkaa elämässään. Nuoruuden kokemuksista ja virheistä oppinut 
Morgaine voi muistella elämäänsä ilman katkeruutta tai katumusta, sillä hän ei ole 
kieltänyt tai unohtanut naiseuden eri puolia itsessään, toisin kuten Morgause. Väitän, että 
tapa, jolla romaanissa on kuvattu naishahmojen ikääntyminen ja kehitys mahdollistaa 
romaanin tarkastelun niin arthuriaanisena teoksena kuin myös Reifungsroman-genren 
edustajana.  
Tutkielmani päätösluvussa käyn läpi johtopäätöksiäni ja kysymyksiä, joita 
kirjoitusprosessin aikana on syntynyt aihepiiriin liittyen. Teosta voi tarkastella myös siinä 
ilmenevien teemojen, kuten homoseksuaalisuuden ja hahmojen välisten ei-
heteroseksuaalisten suhteiden näkökulmasta. Olen kuitenkin tässä tutkielmassa tietoisesti 
jättänyt sukupuoliteorian ja heteronormatiivisuuden kysymykset vähemmälle, ja 
keskittynyt pohtimaan naisen ikääntymisen tematiikkaa ja ilmenemistä romaanissa. The 
Mists of Avalon voidaan luokitella niin fantasiakirjallisuudeksi, ritariromantiikaksi, 
historialliseksi romaaniksi kuin osaksi arthuriaanista kirjallisuutta. Jokainen tulkinta luo 
omia jatkokysymyksiä ja mahdollisuuksia teoksen tarkasteluun. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
